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LALC Member’s survey 2021 analysis
Survey active 19th January - 26th February 2021.
The survey was publicised to all clerks with a request that it be shared among staff and councillors.
Individual responses were requested rather than giving responses on behalf of a named council.
Respondents had the option to give their name/ position/ council or to respond anonymously.
A random draw was carried out among named respondents following the survey with the prize a
subscription to the Annual Training Scheme for the winner’s council. This was won by Cllr Mrs A Wain,
Mablethorpe and Sutton Town Council.
Responses
Total
Councils represented
Councillor
Employee

177

Typeform ( online survey)
Paper

118
59

115
90
74

Note to comments below:

Page
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Comments are arranged alphabetically within each question. Duplicate comments have been removed.
References to named councils or individuals have been taken out within comments. Some comments have
been adjusted for capitalisation or spelling but the text hasn’t been changed.

Questions
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.
7.

8.

9.
10.
11.

12.
13.

Please indicate by ticking the boxes/highlighting the text what you consider to be the top 5 benefits of LALC membership:
What additional support would you be likely to use if it could be provided as part of LALC membership, including services
where there would be an extra charge?
Do you receive copies of both the quarterly LALC News and the regular LALC E-News updates?
LALC continues to develop its website (www.lalc.co.uk) with the aim of ensuring that Councillors and Clerks can access
information when and where they need to. Have you accessed the LALC website during the last year?
a. If yes, please state what you have used the website for?
b. If no, please state why you have not accessed the website?
c. What could encourage you to use the website more?
d. Please use the box below to make comments/recommendations regarding the LALC website (ease of access,
navigation, online booking systems, information updates etc)
What does LALC do well?
What could LALC do better? Is there any additional support that you feel is missing for Parish and Town Councillors/Clerks
that LALC could provide?
As you may know, LALC are always keen to hear your Good News Stories and Council Achievements and share good
practice through our communication platforms. Please tell us which achievement within your Council you are most proud
of:
Has your Council held remote meetings since the legislation allowing for this came into force in April 2020?
b. If no, please explain:
i. why the Council have not met remotely.
ii. How the Council has continued with its functions since the first lockdown in March 2020 until now.
What are been the pitfalls relating to the Pandemic and new ways of working/meeting? E.G. Broadband/technology
issues, signing documents, restrictive powers to support community.
What are the advantages to have come from the Pandemic Implications? E.G. Money saving, increased community
engagement, community support etc
If the legislation is further amended to allow Councils to continue meeting remotely, do you feel this is something you
would like to continue?
a. If yes, please detail how you envisage this would happen (e.g. continue with all meetings/alternative
meetings/extraordinary meetings only)
b. If no, what would be the reasoning?
Does your Council currently have a discounted Zoom subscription through LALC’s package?
Do you think your Council would be interested in undertaking a Zoom license through LALC for 2021/22 if NALC/LALC can
secure another discounted rate?

14.

15.
16.
17.
18.
19.

20.
21.
22.

a. Does your council have a training and development policy?
b. Does your council have a training and development budget for councillors and employees?
How long are you willing to travel to training?
When is your preferred time for training?
Which of the following internal LALC training courses, either face-to-face or via Zoom, have you attended in the last 2
years?
Which of the following externally delivered training courses have you attended, either face-to-face or remotely in the last
2 years?
Have you accessed any of LALC’s remote training, delivered via Zoom?
a. If yes, please provide some feedback on your views regarding remote training delivery, what works well, what
could be improved on etc
b. If no, what has prevented you from participating in training in this way?
Are there any training courses/opportunities that LALC currently do not offer, relevant to the work of Town and Parish
Councils and Parish Meetings that you would like to see made available if possible?
Who does your Council currently bank with?
a.
b.

Do you feel this bank meets your Council’s needs?
If no (the bank does not meet the Councils needs):
i. please explain what issues there have been.
ii. are the Council considering changing to another bank?
23. How does this bank offer online banking suitable for Councils to ensure that financial security is upheld?

1. Please indicate by ticking the boxes/highlighting the text what you consider to be the top 5
benefits of LALC membership:
LALC News, e-news
Telephone/website/ Email member support
Email groups
NALC legal advice referral
Annual Training Scheme
LALC Internal Training
LALC Internal CiLCA Training
In-house (Council specific, localised) training
Specialist externally delivered training (LCC, Nimble, Parkinson Partnership, Breakthrough
LALC
Events – AGM
& Conference, Networking Days etc
Communications
etc)
LALC website
Lobbying and campaigning on issues of relevance to member councils
Locum clerk/ internal auditor recommendations
Recruitment support
External Organisation initial advice and support service (Chris Moses – Personnel Advice and
Solutions, Matthew Gleadell – Planning, Ewan Robson – Freedom of Information/Data Protection,
ICCM – burials, Parkinson Partnership – Finance & VAT etc)

141
125
29
59
105
93
25
52
20
35
85
38
13
11
29

2. What additional support would you be likely to use if it could be provided as part of LALC
membership, including services where there would be an extra charge?

Internal auditor service
Locum clerk service
Quality assurance checks
New clerk mentoring service
Other
• Dropping in on Councils main meetings. Following up with advice to Clerks on how they worked during
the meeting.
• New councillor so cannot comment - sorry
• Not sure unless need arises
• Simple website support
• YouTube or online training modules. Visits by LALC staff to see what is happening in Lincolnshire to see
good practice and pick up on things going wrong

82
52
60
90

3. Do you receive copies of both the quarterly LALC News and the regular LALC E-News updates?
Quarterly LALC news
Regular e-news updates
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Yes
Yes

Absolutely fine
All good
Always find it very informative and current
Always informative
Always read it and all Cllrs receive a copy. I personally
think it is well written with lots of relevant information
Always something of interest, topical and informative
Always useful and relevant information which is current
and well presented
Always useful content and informative
As a Clerk I find them amazing value as I can keep my
councillors upto date with current information. As it is
difficult to get them to attend training.
As a new councillor I have yet to read these. Our clerk
does receive them.
Boring and unnecessary. I don’t find it relevant
Concise and usually relevant. Nice to keep up to speed
with local issues and common problems
Correct timing, adequate info
Current and relevant. Need to know basis as and when
required as things change
Current level of update acceptable and info appears useful
though not had circumstance to use
E newsletter very informative
excellent
Excellent information, regular and well received by
members
Extremely informative
Fine
Fine no issues useful to read
Generally informative, useful reference
Generally very good reading but unfortunately I don't
always get chance to do so.
Good
Good - both in terms of frequency and content
Good advice that informs Councillors in their various roles
Good coverage of topics relevant to local Government
Good high level insights into local government trends and
issues. Clear well written and pertinent.
Good information and regular updates
Good information, useful content
Good length, informative and friendly. Perfect release in
terms of timing
Good regular pertinent information
good source of information relevant to current issues.
Good to be kept up-to-date on matters. Information is
circulated as soon as received by Chairman, who currently
is also Acting Clerk.
Happy with content and regularity of updates
Happy with information and regularity
Happy with service provided

158
150

No
No

5
1

• Happy with the frequency and like that the articles are
pretty short but direct you to further reading. In
particular advertising training courses and highlighting
changes to powers, procedures, legislation is really helpful
• Happy with the frequency and of the quality and issues
covered.
• Happy with this.
• I always find these extremely useful
• I am passed this information via the Clerk and it has useful
information in it. I like the monthly editions.
• I find the information helpful and useful in providing me
with a good overview on a wide range of Council related
topics.
• I find the regular Lalc news more beneficial as it very
current with what is happening the quarterly I feel is just a
round up
• I find them very useful as a form of updates and their
frequency seems fine
• I found both very useful particularly during the pandemic
• I think the publications are useful and informative.
• I think the regulatory of information is good, enough but
not overwhelming. The information is varied and helpful
to different members of … parish council for different
things.
• I think there are some important issues and events that
are happening around the area.
• I would like to receive the quarterly briefings though
• Information good but is duplicated where parish council
also receives newsletter from NALC.
• Information on other councils work which can be a guide
and inspiration to our council
• Information provided is very clear, concise.
• Information usually useful, although sometimes only
useful for larger Councils. Regularity is fine, recognising
that in the event of any urgent changes requiring to be
notified, this is best done by a separate circular/email.
• Informative
• Informative and easily understood. Regularity about right
• Informative and useful
• Informative and useful in role as Cllr and Vice Chair
• It is about right
• It is fine
• It is useful information
• It keeps every council updated on current/new strategies
• It provides update information
• It would benefit from an introductory summary of
contents
• Keeps us up to date
• Keeps us up to date with info
• Keeps us up to date with what’s happening in our region.

• More input/sharing from Councils & best practice would
be useful. Sometimes the weekly content seems to be the
same as previous week?
Suspect it depends what’s going on and whether it is a
quiet week?
• My Council especially find these new letters useful to keep
them up to date with any changes to legislation etc
• My experience of the regular LALC E-News is not positive
unfortunately. I don’t feel like I received regular updates
and often only find out new by logging on to the website
and seeing it there.
• No comment
• No specific comment
• Not all immediately relevant to my role but there’s usually
a nugget or two buried in there. Some useful stuff has
come out of it!
• Not been a councillor long enough to have had the
experience of these yet.
• Not really informative for smaller villages
• Of a good standard
• Often useful information - thought-provoking even if the
subject is not on our current agenda.
• OK
• On the whole both publications are very useful
• Only received for the last month so cannot give much
feedback. But it's good that the newsletters are circulated
and the support is available
• Overwhelming sometimes
• Quality information and content
• Regularity about right and content comprehensive and
well written
• Relevant information. Good timing
• Satisfactory have been unwell for the last year, so having
to get up to speed again.
• Seems to keep all updated.
• Seen too few yet to usefully comment
• Sometimes not very interesting layout wise and so does
not encourage you to read it.
• Sometimes struggle to find the relevant information.
• The e-news could be fortnightly as some info is repeated
and there is already so much we need the Cllrs to read and
digest
• The information is always useful and helpful
• The information is always very informative and very
helpful. I keep them in a folder for a while, as there is
often things in there that I may not need now but might
need in the futures. Keeps you up to date with any
changes to regulations, which is very helpful in the current
climate.
• The information is generally very useful, especially
regulatory changes
• The information is invaluable, legislation explained in an
understandable format. The weekly enews are very
helpful, so useful during the pandemic for up to date
information.
• The information is invaluable, legislation often ‘translated’
in an understandable format. The weekly enews are
particularly helpful.

• The information is mostly covered in the weekly e-news,
but one Councillor did not use the internet so appreciated
the hard copy quarterly
• The information is relevant and received at correct
intervals
• The information provided is very useful for the clerk. Good
for keeping up to date. Also useful to know what training
is available.
• The information received is always pertinent to current
issues and up and coming topics.
I think the frequency of the publications is right.
• The news is sometimes out of date or repeating
information provided elsewhere. Could it not be replaced
with social media engagement? This would probably be
cheaper and more interactive allowing LALC to see hot
topics
• The regular newsletters and updates are helpful -rather
than waiting for the quarterly LALC news
• The updates are relevant, current and professionally
educational.
• They are done very well and the information is very
valuable.
• They are easy to read and understand, and very well
presented. In my opinion, the regularity is fine
• Thorough, easy to read and useful reference
• To keep them as they are, thank you.
• Up to date concise information. Updates regular and fit for
purpose.
• Up to date information and sometimes easier to
• useful
• Useful
• Useful and informative
• Useful and occasional problem solving
• Useful information
• Useful, regular enough
• Very good
• Very informative
• Very informative and useful
• Very informative but can be lengthy don't always have
time to read all the information
• Very informative information in general.
• Very informative with useful reminders
• Very interesting
• Very thorough. Easy to read.
• Very useful & gratefully received
• Very useful and informative
• Very useful and of the required frequency.
• Very useful and timely
• Very useful but also some information repeated too often.
• very useful especially articles on best practice
• Very useful information on finance
• Very useful reminders about new/updated legislation.
Good examples of local initiatives. Overall very useful
publication.
• We also receive the NALC weekly updates, so find that the
LALC E-News duplicates the information from that.
• You have the input and balance about right

4. LALC continues to develop its website (www.lalc.co.uk) with the aim of ensuring that Councillors
and Clerks can access information when and where they need to. Have you accessed the LALC
website during the last year?
a. If yes, please state what you have used the website for?
• Acceptable planning comments and remote
meeting information
• Access model policy documentation
• Access to councillor training
• Access to NALC template policies
• Advert
• Advice and clarification
• Advice on tricky situations
• Allotment information
• Book trainings
• Booked Training
Policy templates
General information
• Booking training and most everything else as it
covers everything I have needed to know
• Booking training courses, seeking advice,
reading legal topic notes, looking at policies and
model documents and reading latest
new/updates.
• Booking training. Looking for Legal Topic Notes
• Checking current covid regulations
• Checking Model Policy documents and
guidance, LTN updates and training dates
• Checking what LALC does and covers.
• Clerk accesses for distribution to councilors
• Contact details. Also for the correct information
on Covid-19 from your website to include in
news letters to the villagers.
• Contact, training, model documents
• Covid information
• Details about PC Clerks – hours and salaries;
Covid-19 guidance; General Policy issues
• Dipped in to have a look
• Employment law issues
• Finding out about training for VAT
• Finding out information before making
telephone calls.
• For modal documents and advice/information
for the council.
• For training bookings and contact to staff.
• General advice, policy review
• General information
• General information, and to confirm
understanding of relevant issues before
commenting about routine Council business
• General look to see what it contained
• General review of what's available
• Guidance and rooting around for legal advice
• I have looked at some publications, orders and
clerk vacancies.

• I have not used it but welcome the newsletters
and take from them what I find enlightening etc
• I have used the web site to look at Policy
templates and other documents
• I’ve used the website to look at information
relating to training and also for appraisal and
staffing information too.
• Identify and book training courses, check Legal
Topic Notes, find contact numbers
• Identify contact points.
• If I have it will have been to book training
• Information
• Information about specific legal topics and jobs
• Information and contacts
• Information and legal topic updates
• Information base, Training and Vacancies
• Information on audit and meeting procedures
during the pandemic.
• Information on NALC pay scales and personnel
advice.
• Information on operating under the restrictions
brought about by Covid19
• information on training
• Information re works
• Information seeking on a number of times
(can’t remember what specifically!)
• Information, training, model documents
• Legal Briefings/Topics, Model Policies, Booking
Training Courses
• legal issues
• Legal topic notes, legislation updates, policies
and procedures
• Legal Topic Notes; Job Vacancies; Online
queries
• Looking at documents that can assist in
updating council documents to be more up to
date.
• Looking at legal and employment issues.
Additionally the standard policies.
• Looking for help with difficult situations as they
arise.
• Looking for specific information
• Model documents and information
• Model documents and policies. job vacancies
• Model documents. Legal topic notes and Job
vacancies.
• Model policies
• Model policy documents
• New councillor (2 months) so have never used
the website

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

New Policies
No
Not used
Not applicable
Occasionally to get documents although I
sometimes find it easier to get these elsewhere
Policies and procedures, booking training,
advice on appointing new Councillors
Policies
Check on information for a variety of subjects
Policy documents, training, information
policy updates and audit information
Recruitment of a new Parish Clerk
required advice re procedures during virtual
meetings
Research and information
Review of policies and guidelines. Updates to
procedures.
Sample policies, training programme
Searching for model polices, latest legislation.
Seeking answers to questions - invariably either
found or found with assistance following a
phone call eg to Amy.
Several time, clerks contract and job
specification. Code of Conduct and Standing
Orders.
Template docs
Template for policies
Templates, LTNs, NALC briefings, SCP scales
Ticket service, legal topic notes, templates
To access information relevant to Clerks
to access model policy documents
To check out what training sessions are
available
To check updated model policies/ documents
and legal topic notes
To check updated model policies/ documents
and legal topic notes
To get updates on Standing Orders and
Financial Regulations. To print of Clerks
Contract. To get draft copies of other policies.
To have an overview

• To provide up to date model procedures,
Standing orders etc. And to check all our
procedures are kept upto date. And to use the
online booking service
• To source information regarding pay scales and
employment.
• to view updates/legislation as changes arise,
legal topic notes, to view training list & to book
training, to request assistance with query
• Topic notes, policies, contact information
• Training, councillors' guides, accessing legal
topic notes.
• Training, Legal topic notes, Covid related
matters/legislation/guidance
• Trying to obtain advice
• Various subjects mainly training
• Via the clerk
• Yes - NALC Model policies – booking training –
enquiries
• Yes – Covid-19 and policies
• Yes - for policy templates
• Yes - for recruitment and training information
• Yes – Guidance on various things and contact
details
• Yes – legal topic notes, model templates, book
training courses, make initial contact with one
of the staff
• Yes - Standing Orders
• Yes Legal topic notes
• Yes, employment contract and guides
• Yes, for training details and to book events. For
contact to K Evans.
• Yes. Full of useful information and model
documents. Used many times as my first point
of reference when unsure of how to deal with
something

b. If no, please state why you have not accessed the website?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

?
?? I answered yes
As above
been 'indisposed' - major surgery etc.
Didn’t know about it!
Didn’t need to
Didn’t know it was available
Don’t remember how to, not a frequent user
Don't have the password to access the site,
only Clerk does.
Get info needed from our very efficient clerk
Had no need to
Have done everything required via Clerk
accessing site.
Have no access details
Have not required it
Haven’t had the need in the last year
I did
I did access it!
I do not have log-in details for the website,
otherwise I would use it.
I find it much easier to speak to someone if
possible
I have accessed the website.
I have found the information I required from
the news letter
I have no intention of making a career out of
local politics. That aspect I have found far too
prevalent and far too many people of the my
view or no one else's and not looking at the
general achievable picture. I do not like or use
social media and Zoom drives me crazy. Not
suitable to confrontation issues.
I have not felt a need to do so
I have not had need.
I have not had reason to make access.
I haven't needed to
I tend to discuss LALC related issues directly
with the Parish Clerk and in most cases allow
her to follow up directly with LALC.

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

I’m not sure why I would need to and haven’t
thought about accessing it for anything
specific.
It is not always the first place I think of to go
for information and maybe I should.
It’s been a funny old year and most of the
COVID info was obtained from government
sources.
Lockdown and have had all support needed
from Town Clerk.
New member of the council
Newsletter always give me information I need
No log-in; our clerk accesses this for anything I
need e.g. booklet download.
No need
No need to
No need to/don’t know what’s available
Not applicable
Not needed as yet
Not needed it
Not needed to
Not needed to - clerk uses if needed
Not needed to as yet
Our Clerk is efficient and has normally found
the information needed first.
Our Clerk provides information from the site
Personally had no need
Please see above answer.
See previous amswer
Thought it was just for clerks.
Time
Time constraints
Unable to get advice
Unaware of the benefits of accessing the
website.
Usually found the information elsewhere
We have a very good Parish Clerk who keeps
us very well informed.

c. What could encourage you to use the website more?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

?
Already use it if needed
Already use website regularly
As a new councillor perhaps a leaflet outlining the
benefits of the website would be useful.
As a situation or problem arises
As above (a) but will use the website forthwith
As and when needed I shall.
Better indexing, search and cataloguing of advice
and information in the public non log in side.
Individual Cllr log in
Circumstance
Could a suggestion area be included - for future
articles.
curiosity and search for information on TC
procedure
Depends on what queries arise an whether \i
cannot find the answers amongst fellow
councillors or the newsletter
Difficult to say - I have always found what I was
looking for
Direct subscription for councillors for email alerts
and news rather than through the clerks
Don’t know as yet
Don't know
Ease of access on a variety of devices
Easier to navigate
Forum on website instead of by email which I find
intrusive. A better search element. Categories of
information by subject. Explanations as to what
bits have been updated on Standing orders and
Financial Regs to save trying to go through
everything
Free jam scones (with clotted cream) every time
visited
Happy with using it for reference and information
as is
Having access to it
Having the time
Highlight the value in other modes of
communications
I am satisfied with the website
I did
I do access the website and do not require
encouragement to use it more.
I do use it
I do use it now as and when I require to.
I find there is a lot of information to sift through,
and have had trouble with my log in (hopefully
now resolved.)
I think the website is quite adequate and a
valuable resource; I’m not sure if there is anything
that would encourage me to use it more.
I use as and when necessary

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•
•

More policy docs, more information, Pictures!
More references to it in the LALC news
More spare time to actually use it
more time
More time to spare
More training.
my own password not the clerk's
Need
News in General (no specifics) about what LALC
has done for particular Councils to give a flavour
for Clerks etc. to get a feel of what Lalc can or cant
do.
Not known as yet
Not sure
Not sure but sometime it can take a while to find
information. Perhaps an index ??
Nothing
Nothing - don't like talking to a machine
Nothing – I only access the website when I need
information!
Nothing as Clerk uses it when a councillor requests
Nothing really as I find it really interesting.
Nothing, I already use it a lot!
Nothing, I visit it quite regularly.
Often reminding us of the link to the website,
promote it more
Ok as it is
Online chat or videos on particular subject or
processes
Out with paying me to look at it - its fine
Possibly a Member's forum to share experiences
Possibly any issues between Clerk/Council.
Prefer one to one advice
Problems we need advice for
Put in a newsletter what’s on it
Reminder in the LALC News of features on the
website
Reminders?
… PC are hoping to take up LALC training facilities
in March for New PC members, so will know more
after this has been completed.
Signposting from e-brief to updated policies and
employment NALC briefs
the current website is dated, the search facility is
limited
The layout feels a little clunky and dated. The
Member Access area feels like lots of long lists and
it isn't always easy to find what you are looking for.
The use of tags would be a good addition.
The website needs to be modernised and linked to
social media. This would provide for better
engagement. The website is one way only and
email is not the best tool for conversations
Time
Time availability

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

I use it as necessary and already find the
information and frequency of access right for me
I use it often for guidance and updates
I use it regularly as and when needed
I will only use any website for research to point me
in the right direction. Websites for me are like an
index.
If I had a particular problem or question for which I
could not answer.
If I needed info
If information could be more easily located on the
website
If our clerk was less helpful
If there was something I needed information on
Information about if there are any clerk group
chats/emailing groups.
It seems ok to me
Just need time to investigate what it offers.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Just tell us it is for information and how to find
stuff. Too many words and too difficult to find
what I want
Knowing it’s there
Knowing what is on it
Live web chat with someone at LALC
Making site open to councillors
Maybe "newsflash" type of up to date information
More accessible layout.
More immediate and info
Training and advice on budgeting for councillors.
Understanding of the benefits - updates on what’s
available via the website.
used as needed
when need arises
When specialized information required
Wider range of information in a simple format
Will now investigate it!

d. Please use the box below to make comments/recommendations
regarding the LALC website (ease of access, navigation, online
booking systems, information updates etc)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

A simple structure which is easy to navigate.
Adequate for my usage
All seems efficient to me
All worked well for me. Could recommend
businesses for building works etc
Answer as question 15
appears to be user-friendly
As a new Clerk I've found LALC and its website
invaluable. I find navigation really easy and have
not really come across any problems with using it
so don't have any recommendations other than
keep it up!
As above - lots of information to go through. I got
confused between the training and the online
training (I am easily confused :))
As stated, the search facility is limited - would help
to be able to use key words to bring up related
documents to search (currently limited application
for this)
better promotion
Better search facility if possible
Booking system is fine and works well.
Brevity in some of the information
Content with how it loooks and works: am used to
on line research
Don't know
Easy to access, good online booking systems
Easy to navigate and particularly like the online
booking systems. Know that information is always
current, accurate and relevant
Easy to use
Easy to use - only point is that the updates are
only sent to the clerk and our previous clerk did
not circulate these so we were unaware of
services
Fairly easy to use but can take time locating just
what you want
Fine as it is.
Found it easy to access and navigate
Free jam scones (with clotted cream) every time
visited
Generally good and clear
Specifically, I got a bit confused about the VAT
payment on the councillor training as it was not
detailed
Happy with system as it is.
Haven't needed to
I always manage to find what I am looking for and
the booking form is easy to use
I am something of an IT-luddite, but find the
website fairly easy to use

• I believe surveys have no benefit more benefits
are achieved by monitoring and observing people
• I can usually find my way round it.
• I didn’t have a problem
• I don't use it enough to comment
• I find it a very difficult and laborious website to
navigate. Something more like the ICCM website
would be much better
• I find it straightforward to get around.
• I find it very easy to navigate and find what I am
looking for.
• I find the LALC website clear and concise. Easy to
access the information required. Have always
found what I am looking for.
• I found booking training a bit messy but not sure if
that is because there was sort of change of
booking system at the time. Information updates
are fine on the front page but would like to see
some kind of notification system to advise when a
new update has been made as unless you
physically log on you would miss the info.
• I found the web site easy to navigate and very
useful.
• I have always found the website easy to use. The
information is always upto date.
• I have looked at the website and found it easy to
access and navigate. I have not used any online
booking systems but hope to in the future.
• I have no suggestions to make here as I have
always found what I needed.
• I like the website, it's easy to navigate around
• I think a short power point presentation on how
to access, navigate, book courses etc would be
useful for new members and for those who do not
regularly access the website to refresh their
memory on how to access and use it.
• I think its fine
• I would prefer the legal topic notes to be in
alphabetical order as at the moment I find it time
consuming wading through them to find the one
I’m looking for.
• If find the website accessible, the navigation clear
and the information useful
• I'm sorry I haven't looked at it enough to know
this
• Information updates always useful
• It could be more user-friendly. Sometimes it is
difficult to navigate the relevant areas to find
reference materials.
• It is very well constructed and easy to use.
• It looks and feels out of date. Long lists etc are not
good.

• It's a good website that is easy to use and to
navigate around
• Making the polices and procedures easier to access
and making it clear when updates or new policies
are added
• Maybe drop down navigations for categories.
• More info
• Navigation can be hit and miss
• Navigation could do with look at as sometimes it is
difficult to find what you are looking for. May be
they need to be in more than one place.
• Navigation seems a bit old fashioned and “clunky”.
• No comment
• No comments to make
• No suggestions to make
• None
• I like the current lay out and find it easy to navigate
• Not able to give feedback
• Not easy to access. Doesn't reflect the changes
made to council websites. Making bookings could
be simpler
• Not known
• Not much exposure as of yet - ask me again next
year
• Not used.
• Nothing to add
• Online booking of courses?
• own password
• Reasonably easy to find stuff
• Satisfactory
• See previous answer.
• Seems OK
• Sometimes difficult to negotiate and find
information

• The only problem I have had was when training
sessions were changed to Zoom. The first time I
booked one, I used the training on line item
• The website i found is really easy to use.
• The website seems easy to use. The menu could
maybe be improved slightly, for example all training
info/where to apply online etc under Training as
sub menus.
• There is a large amount of content that could be
divided up in a more friendly way. Perhaps have an
area that shows key changes/ upodates that clerks
must be aware of
• Tried to use the website to log an enquiry (as per
advice not to contact individuals direct), but never
got a response! So now continue to contact
individuals – sorry! Website design feels quite old
and tired now
• Unable to comment
• Usually find what I require without too much
problem. The sections could perhaps be
highlighted/ arranged in a different way, for ease
of use.
• Web site links
• Website could be more aesthetically pleasing but is
functional
• website easy to access
• Website easy to use, full of information
• When I have used it it seems quite easy to navigate
• When you open a model document, LTN, etc it
shows that days date on screen as the Date Posted.
It would be better if it was the date it was uploaded
then it would be an easy way to see if it has
changed since you last looked at it (eg Data
Protection Policy)
• Why spoil something that is working, so I would say
I don't have any further recommendations because
I think it works well.

5. What does LALC do well?
• Advertises clerks jobs. Gives advice. Not done
training with them yet
• Advice and information - always updated and
relevant
• Advice and training
• Advice, training and providing info.
• Advices councils on all matters to ensure we stay
legal
• Advise on situations and provide policy updates
• Advise on situations and providing policy updates
• Advising the Council. Sending out up to date
information.
• Always available to offer help & advice.
Keeps us up to date with what we need to know.
• Always prompt replies.
• Answer questions
• As a relatively new councillor this is difficult to say,
however I did attend a Zoom session in November
and found it very useful
• As I have not been a councillor for long, I have
limited experience. However, I have enjoyed the
training I have accessed, finding it interesting and
useful. Your staff are very approachable.
• Availability to answer question
• Being helpful and friendly and having time to
assist. Easy access to speak to a member of staff
• Being there when we need you
• communicate - provide knowledge
• communication
• Communication with Clerks. Keeping information
updated with Government changes etc. Training
• Communication, members support & training
• Communication, training and being able to speak
to Katrina & the team
• Continuous flow of advice and information.
• Council support and advice
• Everything
• Everything - staff members are friendly and
supportive and always willing to go the extra mile
to help and assist - thanks to all!
• Everything I have asked of L.A.L.C.
• Everything, you have been there, either at the end
of a phone or emails, which have been responded
to quickly and satisfactory answers given. You all
have so much patience. Thank you for being there,
you are an excellent team.

• First line of support for guidance on a range of
topics relating to PC activities in the broadest
sense. Training provision. Confidential source of
advice when treating some tricky HR issues.
Guidance on best practice. Source of advice for
supplier selection options – specialists. Sounding
board for Parish Clerk. Up to date guidance and
source of information regarding legislation
• Friendly staff & enquiries answered promptly
• General support
• Get the information to us (councillors or clerks)
out here.
• Give support and advice to Clerks for onward use
with Councils, usually very promptly. It is
reassuring that there is always someone we can
ask if we have a query.
• Give support to Clerks with information for
Councils. Always reassuring that we can get
information promptly.
• Giving information and organising training events
• Good about getting back to you quickly when you
have an issue. Great customer service.
• Good contact and good advice
• good coverage of local government. provides a
good voice for local government
• Good information hub and training
• Good source of information and support for the
clerks
• Help and advice always available, training events I
have attended have always been useful
• Help with queries and Organising trainings
• Helped clerk with answers to legal questions
• Helps keep us informed of updates to orders and
regulations. Give advice and help when needed.
Good training for Clerks and Councillors.
However, getting Councillors to attend can be
difficult.
• I believe the training and support that it offers and
the amount of information that come out from
LALC
• I have always received excellent service from the
staff. I have been a clerk for over 30years and
have never been disappointed with the service I
have received to questions and issues
• I think the training programme is excellent. The
staff are very approachable and supportive both
on the phone and via email.

• Inform
• Inform councils of Government changes and their
impact
• Information
• Is there
• It exists and is there whenever help is needed
• It is very good at providing practical help or
pointing local councils to the right help they may
need.
• Katrina, Lindsey and Amy are always friendly,
helpful and supportive; quick to respond to
queries and training requests. Training days have
always been excellent with good lunches and the
team have moved to the online training well.
Thank you.
• Katrina, Lindsey and Amy are very helpful and
respond in an efficient manner. Katrina, Lindsey
and Amy are very helpful and respond in an
efficient manner.
The clerks forum has been so helpful in getting the
clerks together for mutual support.
• Keep in touch and offer local training: on line and
in person
• Keep people informed and up to date
• Keep us all informed on all matters pertaining to
Parish Councils and give support where applicable.
• Keep us informed. Keep us on the straight and
narrow
• Keeping councillors aware of activities, and
provision of training
• Keeping local councillors in the loop.
• Keeps councils up-to-date with latest information
• Keeps me informed
• LALC is a central point of reassurance and
assistance
• Linking NALC and Government information to local
councils. Comment where appropriate.
• Look after clerk
• Lovely friendly people, easy to talk to.
• Meetings and events
• N/A ( new councillor)
• Online training sessions, they are well planned and
run.
• Only working limited hours it is difficult to have
the time to learn as well as complete Clerk tasks.
Nothing is ever too much and no question is
stupid. LALC are always approachable and ready
to assist in any way.
• Organise training courses
Access to specialist information (ie legal)
• Organise training courses; access to specialist
information (ie legal)
• Personal Communication. Very friendly, helpful
and knowledgeable staff. Website content is great
for model docs and guidance. Training.
• Personally had no need

• Provide a county wide view and bring councils &
processes together.
• Provide a website for information (and the work
required to support that)
• Provide an important back up for local councils
giving professional advice and guidance on a wide
variety of issues. Normally easy to contact with
quick responses. Provide useful training courses.
All at a reasonable cost!
• Provide definitive answers to things I'm not sure of
• Provide reasonably priced access to essential
training courses. Act as a focal point. Provide small
councils such as ours with access to relevant
information to enable us to navigate legal /
legislative minefield. Very quick to act when asked
a question (staff are excellent).
• Provide regular news.
• Provide support and advice when needed
• Provide support at the end of a phone or email
• Provide up-to-date information and training
• Provided useful, timely and relevant info
• provides accurate and relevant information.
• Provides effective professional advice and support.
Training modules are also good.
• Provides information
• Provides policy information and advice
• PROVIDES SUPPORT TO CLERKS / RFO
• Providing a widespread scatter of information
through newsletters that I can follow up where
relevant to my role. Providing expert advice on
obscure or technical matters
• Providing regular updates
• Rapid and helpful response to queries
• Regular and reliable information and support
about what needs to be done by a council
• Regular comms and keeping us all in touch with
one another. Supporting new Clerks such as
myself
• Regular updates via email of information to pass
on to councillors.
• Regular updates, useful updates with legal etc,
friendly and good range of training.
• Represents County members at a national level.
Training offering – now expended with more
relevant sessions i.e. Breakthrough Comms/social
media etc.
• Respond very quickly to any contact, be that email
or phone
• Responds promptly to all enquiries providing good
advice with confidence. Offers a wide variety of
training. Excellent networking events for clerks
and councillors
• Responds to clerks queries
• Runs training courses and produces updates on
things that councils need to know when things
change in law.
• Sending regular information

• Sends information
• Single point of contact for all councils in the county
• Specialist help on the telephone for individual
problems. relevant training. templates and updates
for new legislation, eg GDPR
• Speedily respond to queries with courtesy and
boundless knowledge.
• Staff very supportive and approachable. They know
their subject matter too.
• Support and guidance
• Support local councils
• Support to the Clerk, training, advice
• Support when asked
• Supporting clerks
• Supports clerks and councillors
• supports local councils
• Tba
• The in house training courses are very good, and the
CiLCA support from Steve
• The knowledge that everyone has is very
impressive. All Councils should be members. The
help that LALC gives is tremendous.
• The knowledge, support of the staff and the variety
and availability of the training, especially with the
change to virtual and online.
• They are there in the background if needed.
• To early to provide feedback
• Too early to comment
• Training
• Training although I appreciate it has been especially
difficult this year but you have handled it really well
with the Zoom sessions.
• Training and advice
• Training and advice when needed
• Training and communicating. Supporting local
councils. Assisting with situations that require more
support or specialist input
• Training and communications
• Training and providing the clerk with useful
information, resources and help when needed.
• Training and sample documents and CiLCA training

• Training although I appreciate it has been especially
difficult this year but you have handled it really well
with the Zoom sessions.
• Training and advice when needed
• Training and communicating. Supporting local
councils. Assisting with situations that require more
support or specialist input
• Training and providing the clerk with useful
information, resources and help when needed.
• Training and sample documents and CiLCA training
• training and support
• Training and support of local councils. Keeping
councils informed of changes in legislation etc
• Training and support to clerks
• Training beyond doubt
• Training courses. Regular newsletters
• Training, advice & understanding the problems of a
Clerk
• Training, briefings/updates, clerks forum
• Training, information and policy guidance.
• Training, keeping information current for all.
• Training. Keeping us up to date.
• Try to be helpful. It listens to feedback and tries to
organise courses which would be helpful to councils.
It responds quickly to enquiries and ensures its
website contains the latest information.
• Unsure
• Very helpful with advice on issues (especially in 1st
year as clerk)
• Very informative newsletters. LALC staff are
extremely friendly, helpful and very knowledgeable
people, with time to assist with smallest of queries
or concerns.
• Website, responds quickly with advice
• When I first started as Clerk I found advice useful
but now with the new contact form enquiry I find
replies are so late I rarely bother to ask anything.
• Whenever I've had a particular query I have found
everyone to be helpful and prompt in their
response.

6. What could LALC do better? Is there any additional support that you feel is missing for Parish and
Town Councillors/Clerks that LALC could provide?
• Accountability from council employees
• Always find your advice useful and accurate
• Answer as question 15
• As a new councillor I have relied on our council clerk
for information and not accessed the support directly.
• As clerk it is very much a lone working situation so
knowing that LALC is there to give advice and support
is great.
• As mentioned a flavour of what LALC has dealt with
so that Clerks etc. have an idea what they may
contact about.
• As previously mentioned, auditing the PC, both in
terms of a internal audit and a more general quality
audit, would be helpful
• Be able to advise Cllrs when they seek advice
• Better advice
• Can’t think of anything
• Cannot think of any
• Cannot think of anything at the moment.
• Cannot think of at this time.
• Can't really think of anything.
• Can't think of anything specific.
• Clerk support
• Contact details for all council services
• Covid-19 has prevented most things
• Do enquiries on a 24 hr response with definite
information and advice in writing. Mentoring scheme
for new Clerks. Software discounts as with Zoom
• Don't know
• Don't know yet. I'm too new.
• Don't know. No long term aspirations. Just need to
try and bring in something we have just in voted in,
despite some devious and vocal opposition, before
my term is up. Then I can really retire for a quiet life.
• Easier ways to contact instead of filling in a form and
having to wait for a response
• Feel there has been an increasing number of charges
made for training which is not included in the local
scheme. Online training should be available as part of
the scheme for example your new councillor course.
Also, would like to know whether it is possible to
access legal services for council at a reduced cost.
Smaller councils cannot afford huge legal fees.
• Future cllr online training instead of meeting in
towns/villages as I think more would attend
• Help with grants
• Hold a list of Clerks who have been found guilty of
crimes against a Council (eg Fraud, Theft), even if this
is only within the last x years, so this can be checked
by the Council as part of their pre employment.

• I am a member of the LALC County Committee- I think
more information on this could be shared with
councils, as it seems very distant from the day to day
workings of council. I am not aware
• I am satisfied with the current support
• I am satisfied with the current support
• I believe Chairman/Councillors need to be
involved/understand the Clerks handover process so
the incoming clerk has a fighting chance
• I don't think I've been back in the Clerk world long
enough to make any comment.
• I have always felt well supported.
• I have just looked at the Google Groups for
Councillors link which I have been meaning to access
since December. I was disappointed that unlike the
Clerks group there was no communication between
councillors.
• I know our Clerk has struggled with the development
and roll out of the new website so my only feedback
would be that perhaps there were issues with the
level of support given to the Clerk’s. However I think
this question is more appropriate for the Clerk to
complete.
• I would like to see LALC engage more. Sometimes it
feels as if it is a bit distant. Why not take advantage of
video conferencing? Perhaps bring together those
that are facing similar issues for discussions. I think
with the economy tightening LALC needs to focus on
VFM and becoming more visible. I think the training
needs to recognise the difference between larger and
smaller Councils. Often the best way to do something
in a small Council is not always the best for a large
and vice versa. Do the LALC team visit Councils to get
first-hand experience of the issues, problems and
realities of those Councils? I think this would help
prepare training materials and also finding helpful
solutions to problems.
• I‘ve always been extremely satisfied with the
services(s) provided.
• Info re grants available
• Instant advice for councils including Cllrs to seek
guidance and information about specific issues arising
• Issues about future configuration of local government
and implication for future role of Parish and Town
Councils – LALC to stimulate a debate and seeks views
on potential changes and policy and resource
implications.
• It already provides an awful lot of important
information.

• It would have been nice to have a few almost “social”
sessions given that more of us are working from
home currently and our jobs have been made even
more difficult. Sometimes its hard to keep up a
positive mental approach with no one to interact with
at this time.
• Lack of training recently. Used to enjoy training;
meeting other councillors.
• LALC is one of very few local associations that do not
allow members direct access to NALC’S website –
information provided by NALC is often made available
by LALC several days later than it is made available by
NALC, this has been particularly evident during the
COVID-19 when essential guidance has been sourced
from informal contacts prior to any notification from
LALC. The subscription to LALC includes membership
of NALC and members via LALC are being unfairly
disadvantaged in comparison to other Local
Association Members nationally.
• Legal Support to Councillors is through the Clerk
which is a bit naughty.
• Local networking for councils in specific area- maybe
break down by disctrict council area?
• Make the links more easily accessible.
• Maybe a tad more understanding for the tiny rural
councils with few councillors, small budgets and poor
connectivity
• Mentoring to new clerks
• More on environmental issues and climate change parish councils need to know their responsibilities.
• more on line resources relating to legislation and
practice. definitely need for individual access
• More oversight in to best practice as councils only
really know what their clerks choose to tell them.
• more policies, maybe.
• More support for councillors who are unpaid and on their
own with no union or legal support. Unable to ask
questions directly.

• N/A ( new councillor)
• N/A (see answer to Q17)
• No
• No I am happy with what the LALC are doing.
• no recommends
• None
• None at this time
• None comes to mind
• None that I can think of!
• Not at present
• Not aware of anything to suggest
• Not found any weaknesses
• Not really, always there when I need assistance
• Not sure.
• Not that I am aware of
• Not that I can think of.
• Nothing

• Nothing comes to mind for our small council.
• Nothing specific
• Nothing that springs readily to mind
• Occasionally get some disagreement with SLCC
advice. Appreciate that NALC/LALC is there for
Council and SLCC for Clerks. For the Clerk trying to do
the right thing for their Council, this mismatch can
sometimes be a little frustrating. Sometimes need to
check NALC/LALC/SLCC best practice templates to
find one which fits best.
• Only the lack of information updates as previously
mentioned. I have experience of a different CALC
with my previous job and I would receive emails from
them most days advising of news and newsletters
were much more frequent. I miss them as often they
would remind me of deadlines or new legislation that
needed to be considered. Sometimes when you are
so busy it is not a priority to log on to LALC website to
see what is happening.
• Possibly more tech support for clerks?
• Possibly someone joining one of the council meeting
meetings to allow councillors to understand more
about the organisation?
• Press releases for parishioners
• Provide IT support for smaller councils or access to a
trusted local provider who could supply equipment
and or advice. Some Councillors are reluctant to
attend training more could be done to persuade them
that ongoing CPD will be of benefit to them and their
communities.
• Recommended and trusted IT providers
• Reduce repetition of information. separate what is
new information clearly from what is a reminder or
repeated information.
• Same answer as 16
• Satisfied with support available
• Stop sending out so many irrelevant emails
• This is not LALC specifically, but handling arguments
amongst councillors drains a lot of time and effort
and advice on dealing with this would be helpful
• Training courses on the recruitment process and
specifically for chairs covering staff management
• Training courses on the recruitment process
Training courses specifically for Chairs covering staff
management
• Training for councillors.
• Unable to think of anything
• Unsure as yet
• What I describe as the ability to look at some
problems or questions around corners
• Whilst understanding the present circumstances i.e
causing staff limitations etc a speedier response to
queries left on Ans: machines would be helpful

• Work to offer savings to councils by bulk buying,
such as offering a discounted rate for play area
inspections by negotiating a great deal with a
company for getting town and councils to use their
services. There are a lot of town and parish councils
with play areas that need to have an external safety
inspection carried out each year. A similar thing
could be done for internal auditors.
Getting advice from an experienced Clerk. Both
Katrina and Lindsey are great, however have either
of them been a clerk and regularly have to deal with
the things that Clerks face? They will have heard
numerous tales of what goes on at council
meetings, and no doubt attended many, but do they
know what it is like to have to be the one sat there
giving the advice and dealing with difficult
councillors. I do contact LALC for advice, but also
contact my fellow Clerks as they deal with these
issues on a daily basis, and I don't feel that LALC
offers advice from someone who does that. I am a
member of SLCC and find that their advice comes
from an active Clerk so is often more useful.

• Work with NALC to simplify and reduce the
legislation around the small parish councils. We
have limited income, yet are required to follow
essentially the same rules as much larger entities. I
often ask myself the question “why is it so difficult
to try and improve the lives of residents”.
• You all do a very good job.
• You coming to one of our meetings and giving a
brief presentation (15 minutes) about your scope
and benefits; Mainly to councillors (7) but open to
public also.
• You do a good job - none to suggest
• You do a grand job.
• You have limited staff numbers to be able to access
immediate telephone/online support if you have an
urgent query.

7. As you may know, LALC are always keen to hear your Good News Stories and Council
Achievements and share good practice through our communication platforms. Please tell us which
achievement within your Council you are most proud of:
• 1. obtaining funding and support to redevelop local
roundabout. 2. Obtaining funding for a defibrillator 3.
Finding volunteers to undertake safe litter picking
• Adapting to Zoom during lockdown
• After a period of stagnation, we are moving forward
and gettings things done, in particular in relation to our
meeting room
• Aquiring grants for the play equipment in the
recreation field - a lot of work starting from
consultation and following a long process to get the
end result, More recently, for me, all the Councillors
stepping out of their comfort zone and using Zoom
• As a council in the last few years we have been very
good at build/ or buying new facilities for our
community. We have also provide solar panels on the
roof of both our village hall and the community hub to
help save the ratepayers with cheaper energy. We are
now looking to upgrade our cricket pavilion
• As a New Councillor it has been a steep learning curve. I
am very grateful for the support of my fellow Cllrs. …
office staff are second to none.
• Assisting the setting up of a Support Team to assist the
town during the Coronavirus pandemic.
• At the start of the first Covid lockdown a spreadsheet
was drawn up identifying all residents in the Parish and
if they needed any support. They were colour
coded(on the spreadsheet) to identify those we felt
were at greatest need. Volunteers were identified and
links made. This support is still there, although reduced
somewhat, as residents have sometimes found support
elsewhere.
• Attaining the roll of Mayor
• Avoiding Handforth Parish Council Status - just!
• Being there for the community.
• Bridleway upgrade from a muddy track to a multi-use
right of way and achieving funding/partnership working
in order to complete the project
• Caring about our staff
• Carrying on through Covid and Councillors overcoming
technical obstacles and turning up online for all
meetings. I felt very proud of them.
• Cherry news
• Support for community during covid
• CiLCA qualification, re-launch of website/magazine,
introduction of accounts systems and bringing policies
up to date.

• Community groups/networks – in the process of a
community/in bloom gardening club and Good
Neighbour Scheme. There are many more small
community groups that are now appearing. Also the
set up of the village hall charity whose main aim is to
provide a village hall for the community – yearly fetes
were a direct result of this charity being set up and
were successful in getting the community together.
• Community support during lockdown
• Continuing effort to guide … into the 21st Century
whilst maintaining the historical and conservational
aspects of the town.
• Covid support group
• Creation and maintenance of Park and children's play
area, setting up and maintaining flower troughs
around village, PC Surgeries, Parish Council Facebook,
provision of defibrillator in BT kiosk, litter picking plus
items in common with other most Parishes
• Development of playing fields in the village and
pressure for unwanted planning
• Distribution of over 200 whips for greening our parish
• Due to the stress one Councillor has put in this
Council recently, it is difficult to remember the good
things, but we have lodged the local public house as a
Community Asset and managed to keep the mobile
library coming every month.
• Getting all cllrs to meet on zoom
• Getting the new website off the ground in short time
scales
• Getting the whole of the Parish set as a No Cold
Calling Zone - some 1083 households.
• Had a clerk who went rogue and to create a working
council from scratch in a very short time
• Have not been a councilor long enough in a normal
year to be able to make meaningful comment
• Haven’t really done anything special
• Having a friendly group of Councillors willing to do
their best for their community. To me this is most
important that all Councillors respect and get on with
each other without bickering.
• Having a very organised, friendly, willing and
knowledgeable Council with experience from
different professions doing their best for the
community and working happily together. … PC is a
good team to the extent that we normally have a
Christmas meal out accompanied by partners.
• Helped solve a problem with a Councillor
• I am proud of what our Council has achieved during
the difficult times brought about by the Pandemic.
Our clerk has been absolutely supportive, working
right through and managing to advise the council how
best to proceed

• I am proud that during the pandemic … Parish Council
has worked as a team to help people in the village with
shopping, prescriptions, and a friendly chat. Everyone
has helped each other where possible, and offered a
lending hand (sanitised of course) to whom ever may
need it.
• I am so proud of how my Councillors have adapted to
zoom meetings. They have really pulled together as a
team.
• I haven't been here long enough to comment on this.
• I hope to share some good news stories as I settle into
my role as a councillor!
• I think the Council has improved its public image
• I think we have handled the Pandemic well. I think the
PC has done a good job of developing managing our
community lake with lots of input from a wide range of
groups and individuals. The new web-site was well
executed and implemented rapidly. The speed
monitoring activities were appreciated by the
community.
• I write personally not for PC as a whole - Completion of
new website which was positively rated by LALC
website advisor
• In 2014 the Parish Council received a WREN grant and
Community Covenant Grant, to build a skatepark, with
car park and play equipment on …. In 2015 we bought
the Community Hub (formerly known as the Youth
Club) off Lincolnshire County Council to have as an
office and run the youth club from, this was when LCC
stopped running youth clubs in 40 locations. LCC
wanted to rent the building to us for a peppercorn rate,
but the building needed lots of work doing to it and so
we asked if we could buy it instead. In 2017 we
improved the Community Hub by installing new central
heating, having cavity wall and ceiling insulation put in,
decorated throughout, new double glazed wooden
windows and installing solar panels. The electricity bill
has gone from around £3,500 a year to £200 a year. In
2018 we had our first Christmas Fair, we was a great
success and the residents loved it. We had our second
one in 2019 and were due to have another in 2020 but
we had to cancel. This brings the community together,
the church run the refreshments, children from …
School come along and sing, and all the local groups
have a stall to help raise money for their group. We
are currently working on building a new cricket pavilion
and improving the playgrounds in the village. With 4
housing developments ongoing we are receiving quite a
bit of CIL money.

• Increased awareness of the PC and its work;
Communicating with residents through the Parish Plan
questionnaire; Setting up what became an independent
CIO to work towards a village hall – I’ll be even prouder
when I see it being built!
• Installing a defibrillator in a community telephone box
• Installing a new Muga on the playing field
• I've only been in the role 4 months so don't have
anything yet!
• Keeping the cost to the residents at a minimum
• LCAS application with NALC waiting for confirmation.
Restored telephone kiosk
• Learning how to use the new websites.
• Litter collection in and around village
• Local residents have had concerns for a number of
years about speeding motorists through the village. …
Parish covers 2 areas, 1 is the village and the other is
the RAF Estate, both with speeding problems. Over the
last year, … PC has teamed up with .. PC to undertake a
joint Community Speed Watch programme. We have
worked with LRSP (Lincolnshire Road Safety
Partnership), to get site visits organised to check out
the areas of concerns. We have got the all clear to get
this programme going, just have to wait to get training
from LRSP, as at the moment their staff are furloughed
due to the pandemic. Equipment is in process of being
purchased, once training has been undertaken, we will
be able to impliment the Community Speed Watch
programme. As … PC has 2 areas to its Parish, the PC
has been trying for some time to get more
representation from the RAF Estate, which has always
been difficult. Over the last year the PC has been
working alonside WLDC, Community Lincs in relation to
the decomissioning of RAF …n by end of 2022. As a
result of this work, the PC has now recruited 3 new
members from the RAF Estate, which means we have a
more balanced PC with representation from both
Estate and Village. From this the PC have managed to
undertake 2 litter picks up on the estate, with willing PC
members and Estate residents. These have become
successful in bringing 2 areas closer together and a
large amount of rubbish collected. … PC members have
also been working with a local company, on a
Community Conversation project to help combat
people in local community that run small business's to
promote their products and isolated people to keep in
touch with others during the lockdown of the
pandemic. This has been done via zoom, with some PC
members helping to present the programme and talk
about what the PC have done.
• Local road safety initiatives
• Long service, dedication to work, ability to get on with
everyone. Proud of my place in our community and my
public service.
• Mobile speed sign now in operation in the village
• My one is setting up community speed watch for …

• New lights along footway .Village hall
improvments,keeping village tidy.
• New play equipment installed this financial year
• No comment at this time
• None at this time.
• Not got one yet.
• Not throwing the towel in before I time.
• On a personal level, I feel that I'm leaving it in a much
better place than it was when I started.
• ongoing maintenance of our cemetery, supporting the
village hall committee with new car park and
Community Speed Watch volunteers
• Our Clerk … is a volunteer and is absolutely superb. I
don't know what we would do without him. Our new
website is excellent and we are trying to reach out to
our community in different ways. I am helping to set up
a Youth Council for example. Not there yet but hopeful.
• Our Council is made up of entirely new members. All
have a real community focus and take their roles
seriously. We have attended and completed large
amounts of training between us and this is beginning to
inform and guide us as we seek to improve the lives of
our residents.
• Our council welcomes contributions from parishioners,
listens sympathetically to their concerns and acts
promptly to bring about resolutions.
• Our Covid support group which has now blossomed
into a Community Group to move social and emergency
activities forward in the future. Many of our other
projects have had to be put on hold at this time,
although work is progressing at a much slower pace on
them than it normally would.
• Our new High Street statue
• Our programme of replacing or installing new play
equipment around the town.
• Part of Planning Committee after Training
• Pass
• Personally - Getting remote meetings set up and going
and not having a single one be inquorate! For the
Council almost bringing the Neighbourhood Plan to
completion. War Memorial improvements. New
website.
• Playing field
• Potatoes for parishes - free bag of spuds for every
household during the first lockdown.
• Prior to my employment, the parish council was the
doing the most basic of what was required of councils.
They were not well informed of available grants and
financial support from organisations including district
county and other grant funders. The parish council
never invited their district, county ward members and
also the rural policing team to support them with any
relevant information. The paperwork were not
organised and finances were not fully documented

• Production of a Neighbourhood Plan and management
of Grange Park in the village.
• Providing a defibrillator for the village
• Providing a play area for village children
• Provision of 2 defibrillators
• Quality Gold Council status but most importantly
reputation of the Council, elected members and
professionalism of staff
• recent renovation and relocation of red phone box
• Recently we were successful in a FCC Communities LTD
Grant application and were awarded £31,177.00 for the
"… Playground" project.
• Recently, working on the new website successfully.
Over a long period of more than 10 years running
smoothly due to having a good Clerk
• Refurbishment of a worn children's play area.
• Responding to the Covid-19 pandemic as our tentative
Emergency Planning didn't cover this type of
emergency! Working well with District Councillors to
achieve various aims. Adopting NKDC Climate
Emergency Strategy and Tree Policy.
• Responding to the Covid-19 pandemic as our tentative
Emergency Planning didn't cover this type of
emergency!
Working well with our District Councillors to achieve
various aims
Adopting NKDC Climate Emergency Strategy and Tree
Policy
• Resurfacing of Bridleway and upgrading so it can be
used all year round and is a multi-purpose right of way
for horses, pedestrians, cyclists, joggers etc
• Rural isolation project
• Securing grant funding (£50K in total) towards the
provision of additional equipment at …’s playing field
• Securing LCC funding for renewal of a bus shelter that is
a long way past its prime. Fiona at LCC and our Clerk
worked together to a great outcome. An ELDC grant to
enable repointing of walls to the village pump.
• Since becoming chair in September after resignation of
previous chair and clerk on the same day, we have
recruited 3 more councillors and already improved our
presence in the parish.
• Smooth transfer of management of the sports facilities
from the Playing Fields Association without any conflict
with the sports clubs.
• Speed limits in …
• Starting the Neighbourhood Plan
• Still a work in progress so will update once we have
secured funding for our current project. We are a very
small Parish so making any changes relies on funding
and take so much time.
• Support of local families during the lockdowns.
• Supporting local causes financially and keeping the
office, meetings and open spaces available throughout
the pandemic
• That the Council works together and we all support
each other

• The improvement of our cemetery
• The installation of a multi-sports games area, and the
free use of all sports facilities (in compliance with
Covid- restrictions) to encourage activity and exercise
for all ages and abilities and promote wellbeing.
• The Parish Council quietly works at lobbying other
organisations/authorities as appropriate, to carry out
their statutory functions in the best manner. The fact
that these queries/issues are invariably sorted out is
reason enough for pride in a job well done.
• the parish council was the doing the most basic of
what was required of councils.
• The PC’s organisation and co-ordination of Mutual Aid
response to the COVID-19 outbreak.
The PC’s response to COVID-19 and support to public
to engage with PC meetings through virtual means.
• The replacement of the old metal skate park with a
concrete one in 2018 involving the Parish Council and
the community working together to raise £145,000
• Ther are numerous examples: Shortlisted for the
Living Waterways award last year. Keeping focussed
on large projects. The Neighbourhood Plan.
Regeneration of the Conservation Area which is on
the at-risk register with Historic England.
• This year has seen … introduce a number of policies.
That can only lead to the council being viewed in a
more professional organisation
• To early to say really as we still have huge amounts of
historical issues to resolve. However we are making
great progress with our Speed Watch Campaign.
• Training, information and policy guidance.
• Using a cash flow forecasting tool to manage
budgeting and finance where other income streams
match the Precept
• Village defibrillator
• We are a very small Parish and six years ago we were
the catalyst for community events such as a
Community Christmas song evening. This has
developed into more members of the community
coming together at other times to plant bulbs, make
gateways, repair things and tidy the local
environment. Our efforts were rewarded by winning
the South Kesteven District Best Kept Village
Competition in 2020.
• We had a new children's playground installed. We are
now part of the Lincolnshire Partnership Speed
Watch.

• We have continued to have good attendance at
meetings despite being virtual. All external and
internal audits in recent years have shown no areas of
concern.
• We have continued to have good attendance at
meetings despite being virtual. All external and
internal audits in recent years have shown no areas of
concern.
• We have funded some scenic improvement initiatives
to try and enhance civic pride and involvement. This
involves planters under the road signs into the village,
window boxes on the Parish Hall and repurposing the
village phone box as part of a history group project.
• We have previously told you about the building of the
Pavilion in … to replace an old derelict site. I am sure
we will have more stories to tell as we take this from
a building to a living breathing facility for our
community. Covid has not helped us in this, but we
are lined up and ready to go again once lockdown is
over.
• We hope to install a memorial to all the key workers
who have given their service during the pandemic
• Well I think many councillors are having to learn how
to use the Internet and Zoom meetings for the very
first time and I am sure this can be very hard when
you've had no previous experience, so I would say a
VERY WELL DONE for those that have tried to get
computer savvy.
• What I consider to be an acheivement others would
not.
• When we were awarded the accolade of Council Of
The Year 2019.
• Winning Best Kept Village
• With me it was getting on the Council in the first
place. I am still getting to know how this one works.
This council did an excellent job of a new play area
which is always well attended.
• With most councillors being older I am proud that we
have got to grips with new technology and managed
to continue our council meetings via online
conferencing to maintain continuity in managing the
village's business I am also proud that we have
managed to keep within our budget in a year when
our income was severely affected.

8. Has your Council held remote meetings since the legislation allowing for this came into force in
April 2020?

Zoom
MS Teams
Cisco Webex
Googlemeet
Telephone
Skype

148
9
4
2
1
1

No

3

8b If no, please explain:
i. why the Council have not met remotely.
ii. How the Council has continued with its functions since the first lockdown in March 2020 until now.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

Greater use of email communication and approvals
Have met
I answered yes
i poor internet connections - rural parishes
ii email
Monthly newsletters in addition to Zoom meetings + two permitted outdoor meetings with anti Covid
precautions
N/A - although the Council has held hybrid meetings
Not relevant
Prior to my time and on induction was in person - after this I introduced online meetings
Regular online meetings and addressing parishioners queries as they arise.
Remote meetings of Council, committees and working parties
Small rural area with poor broadband/mobile phone signal. Elderly councillors with limited technical ability.
We met as soon as able under "business" meetings/work during 2020 in order to carry out necessary
function such as agree payments and precept.
Too risky
Used zoom
We have only had one brief meeting. We have dealt with any issues via email and I also post letters to those
without computers. Due to the average age most councillors are high risk, and also don't have the
equipment to do meetings via video chat.
We met
Zoom not contusive to confrontation from within council and by rowdy public.

9. What are been the pitfalls relating to the Pandemic and new ways of working/meeting? E.G.
Broadband/technology issues, signing documents, restrictive powers to support community.
• 1. Councillors having lack of technology or no
understanding of it
2. Poor broadband width
• Access to Zoom and funding for this software platform
+ building trust and bonds with new volunteering
councillors.
• Additional work for the Clerk at the beginning of
Lockdown. However once a system was implemented
this has now evolved into everyday working.
• All councillors have engaged well and members of the
public are encouraged to attend
• As i'm new to the post I can't compare
• At present,none
• Basically tech issues - poor broadband coverage for
some councillors. Resistance from some councillors to
embrace modern technology. Lack of participation
from community
• Becoming familiar with this technology and internet
connection issues.
• Been difficult as a new clerk to get to know
Councillors and how they work. meeting face to face
always preferable to online. meetings are very
lengthy and harder to keep to the agenda
• Bridleway upgrade from a muddy track to a multi-use
right of way and achieving funding/partnership
working in order to complete the project. Restrictive
powers to support the community. Document signing.
• Broadband and technology issues. Not all members
have the necessary IT equipment to access the
meetings. Signing documents has been difficult but
not an insurmountable problem. Restrictive powers to
support the community during the pandemic
• Broadband band width is patchy given we are a rural
community. Not all councillors had the technology or
knowledge for electronic meetings. But by far the
worst has been banking - as few Councils, especially
parish ones, are allowed 'on-line' banking.
• Broadband has been a problem with some members.
Phobia of technology for one member only. Document
signing
• Broadband issues
• Broadband issues and elected members unwillingness
to embrace technology
• Broadband issues in rural locations
• Broadband issues. Signing documents. Involving the
community
• Broadband issues. Signing documents. Involving the
community
• Broadband not very reliable. Voices of speakers are
often indistinct. It is difficult to have a proper
discussion.

• Broadband signal strength is patchy, signing of
cheques was tricky before we set up online banking
and being a clerk who does not live in the parish I
support you feel a little remote/detached from what
is happening.
• Broadband within … can be slow and unreliable; that
said we have worked around this. Signing documents the only downside is additional postage costs,
otherwise we have adapted OK.
• Broadband!!!! Zoom just not the same as face to face
meetings.
• Broadband, learning curve, difficult to have creative
discussions
• Broadband/technology issues
• Computer issues on occasions, signing documents are
a challenge but can be overcome with care. To be
honest not many problems encountered so far.
• Connection and clarity of dialogue from others.
• Councillors have been keen to resume face to face
meetings before permitted to do so
• councillors reluctancy to use technology for meetings
and low level of broadband within our parish
• Definitely connectivity issues
• Difficulty in controlling meetings and occasionally lost
contact.
• Discussions happen off line and do not allow proper
challenge in PC.
• Don't really see any pitfalls, zoom is very good way to
hold meetings
• Fewer member of the public are attending remote
meeting.
• For Wrangle the broadband had previously been
updated. All Councillors tried using Zoom and after a
couple of meetings got used to it, even one whose son
got her a tablet and sorted her out with an email
address - she now zooms friends in America - it has
been good for our Councillors to learn a new skill. I
have taken the cheque book and minutes to the
Chairman for signing after each meeting and the
agenda for each meeting has been sorted out by email
and telephone. I have been the contact for the Parish
Council voluntary group through the pandemic, having
volunteers in the parish to do the helping out.
• Free Zoom kicking us out after 40 mins is a challenge affordability and value for money of the full package
not yet proven.
• Generally good but local WiFi connections can be
problematic
• Getting minutes signed, technology issues with
Councillors and Clerks dropping out of meetings or not
being heard. Live streaming to Facebook has hindered
discussion and at times made us open to ridicule.
• Getting other councillors to accept the new format
and not hanker after face to face meetings.

• Getting used to remote meetings. Being chair of remote
meetings can be challenging.

• Having computer equipment able to make use use of
new technology and understand how to correctly use
that technology. When one refuses to use social media
because of its nasty side, one is at a disadvantage with
the more confrontational public and councillors
• Having no contact with other councillors - a valuable
aspect of the TC. Lack of training.
• I feel that by only meeting remotely we are losing the
facility for residents to come to our open forums as the
meetings are now only open to residents who have
internet to join us. Technology can fail and I think we
probably don’t discuss matters as much as if we were
all in the same room.
• I have had no problem with meeting remotely. I would
normally work from home anyway so I have had no
problems there either. Going about my usual work
outside within the community has been affected
because of the government restrictions, I have tried to
make myself visible, I wear a particularly hi viz coat
when I am out, although this is much more infrequent
than I would have done previously. Signing docs has
been easy as we have simply left whatever needed a
signature in the office and the signee has gone into the
office and signed it.
• I would consider from a clerk’s point of view my hardest
adjustment has been holding meetings remotely. We
are a rural county and internet connections are not
always reliable. Taking minutes is hard as people talk
over one another and it’s hard to hear. It’s not as easy
to see when people are raiding their hands to vote. I
think although the public possibly find it easier to
attend from the comfort of their own home, it’s hard to
keep them to the rules, yes you can mute them but it’s
easier for them to persist when you are not face to face
in a room. Document signing is a nightmare, especially
if Cllrs are in a more vulnerable age group. My office is
in the village hall which is used as a pre-school and they
don’t want me there, which I completely understand as
I don’t want to be around the children either but
sometimes it’s unavoidable.
• I wouldn’t say pitfalls more like little bumps along the
way, but it has made Councillors think a little more
creatively.
• ICT communications and broadband limitations have
impacted on some Councillors ability to effectively
engage with meetings.

• Impossible for some to access through broadband;
difficulty in getting cheques signed for payments;
unable to include public (particularly for one of my
councils not a member but in a remote location with
broadband speeds akin to dial up)
• Inability for all councillors to access the technology to
attend remote meetings for a variety of reasons;
broadband issues and connectivity; signing
documents.
• Inability to adopt technology of conducting remote
meetings. For example, use of means to raise
attention to speak and voting
• Initially not all councillors had the ability to use video
but were able to join. Via telephone connection so
meetings could take place. There has been some
issues with signing documents but these can be
Overcome, it just takes longer. As most of my
councillors are of the older generation they have had
to be Very careful with isolation protocols making
physical contributions difficult
• Internet can be a bit intermittent
• It has been more difficult to get minutes etc signed off
but as all the councillors are local we have worked
around this. Sometimes in a zoom meeting some
people feel a reluctant to speak up more so than if
they were in a actual meeting.
• Just missing the face to face meeting where ideas are
easier to discuss. Also sometimes the Zoom is not as
clear to listen too. The plus side is that participants
are now forwarding reports before the meetings.
These are circulated so we do lot have to listen to
everything being read out aloud and decision making
has become much quicker.
• Just the remoteness of it all
• Lack communication and transparency from the
chairman and RFO ..
• Lack of face to face contact
• less attendance from the public, especially the elderly
• Less discussion time, live face to face is so important.
• Limitation of IT connectivity in a rural area
• Limited meeting of all Councillors and not been able to
meet/talk to residents about ongoing issues
• Main issue has been slow broadband speed for our
chairman. He has had to find different venues to work
from. We have used free version of Zoom which has
curtailed discussion.
• Many of the councillors have struggled with IT either
due to lack of knowledge or connectivity issues, or
both
• Meetings
• Meetings have been successful to date

• No issues with signing documents – these are either
done on camera and then delivered/picked up
afterwards or done offline ( after formal approval at
meetings) and then delivered/ picked up - all done
Covid securely. Just means some extra running
around. The odd Councillor has had a few connectivity
issues, dropping out of meetings. Need to remember
to record this in the minutes and when they return –
just the same as somebody leaving the room and then
returning. Nobody has been unable to join a meeting
due to connectivity/technology issues, which is great.
A Councillor even joined from a hotel room in
Scotland whilst delivering a load (haulage driver).
Biggest issue has been getting invoices around 2
Councillors for signature, in a timely manner. Can take
some time – lots of running around by Clerks. Our
online meetings seem to be longer than in person
ones for some reason. Might be because everybody is
at home so not rushing to walk/ drive home in the
dark. Often have to factor in comfort breaks. Some
councillors want to have more meetings, meeting with
Chairman/Vice Chair etc. This takes up vital officer
time and impacts delivery of other things i.e.
implementing agreed Council actions. Maybe its
because officers are perceived to be more accessible
because we're at home. Working from home – find
you tend to work a lot longer hours. Councillors
expect you to be online and accessible far more than
‘normal’. Don’t seem to realise that you need time
out/down time/away from work.
• No problems, everything is running smoothly
• No real issues just have to work round ways of doing
things
• None there is always away
• None
• None as far as I am aware. The Zoom meetings work
well, we have an excellent clerkwho keeps all financial
and documentation completely up to date. We have a
WhatsApp groupfor instant messaging and a group
email. The Parish Council also have a COVID 19
community Facebook page and a list of volunteers to
help anyone should it be needed.
• None really, as urgent matters have been dealt with
by calling EOM's or closed meetings.
• None that have caused us any concern.
• None there is always a way
• Not all councillors had the requisite technical aptitude
at first to use Zoom.
Less opportunity for informal
gatherings where one councillor needs to tap into
another’s experience or expertise, before, after or
outside the meeting
• Not all councillors have a good internet connection
and joining by phone is not a good option. Only had
one member of the public attend remotely since the
pandemic, whereas quite a few used to attend
• Not all councillors have good broadband so can not
access Zoom meetings
• Not all Councillors willing/able to use

• Not all members have suitable equipment
• Not all members like using ZOOM etc and I feel that
they have lost the Team spirit.
• Not being able to gauge the feeling of a meeting
through direct eye contact etc. We have moved to
online payments rather than cheques wherever
possible; a system has been put in place for signing
documents which has proved to be effective.
• not too difficult
• Nothing really apart from it being rather a dull form of
communication
• Obtaining signatures.
• Older people use technology
• Our Council has worked very well accessing meetings
for all
• Perhaps not as many public come to meetings.
Nothing is better than face to face discussion
• Poor broadband
• poor broadband - unable to discuss matters in person
• Poor connectivity and lack of understanding /
computer literacy for some members
• Possibly it has made more work for clerks, having to
visit members, or organise them to go to them for
signatures. I personally find zoom meetings hard as I
have a hearing difficulties, softly or quietly spoken
people are hard to hear, several people talking at once
is difficult too.
• Power of internet, audio issues, signal failure, system
hiccups, variation of members need to isolate and
isolate,some members not allowed to appear
remotely by virtue of their employ.
• Prefer to meet face to face.
• Prevents the older community members from
participating in the Meetings (we always had public
attendance at Meetings, and not always to moan
about things. This hasn't happened since the virtual
Meetings).
The sharing of documents and signing cheques, etc
has been more difficult as everything needs to be
ready earlier to enable the Cllrs to read through,
decide what they want in hardcopy, then have them
printed, packaged separately and dropped off with
sanitising and 72hrs before the Meeting. The Cheque
book and Transaction sheet has to do the same to the
2nd signatory, then again back to me.
• Quality of rural broadband leaves much to be desired.
Unless you pay for top of the range BT Halo the quality
is poor.
Also not everyone has the latest hardware, some
applications require.
• Reluctance of some members to use Zoom. Whats App
works but is limited to 8 participants.
• Remote meetings can have issues with connectivity
and when livestreaming to Facebook can be very
embarrassing. Signing documents takes longer due to
meetings being held remotely.

• Remote meetings can only be short term as they are
far from effective
• Restrictions on doing things together, Zoom is useful
but definitely not ideal
• Significant loss of income and additional expenses
meaning that next years precept will increase more
than Councillors would have liked or planned. New
café unable to open properly (now closed again) and
this has put our new community facility back by 12
months. Signing minutes has taken longer. Lack of
grant funding direct to Town and Parishes for covid
support (despite Secretary of State’s letter)
• signing docs and human need for councillors to meet
in person
• Signing docs, and getting the Councillors able to
complete video conferencing
• Signing documentation and the odd technical hiccup
has been the main pitfall and perhaps not as many
parishioners attending meetings. But in the main it
has been a success.
• Signing documents
• Signing documents - fortunately as Chairman I live
close to the Clerk so we can converse and pass
documents between ourselves while observing social
distancing etc
• Signing documents and cheques as I do not live
nearby. One Councillor had no broadband so used the
telephone. Issues with bad broadband connections
occassionally. Frustration of Councillors not being able
to be in person sometimes became evident. Not being
able to keep village tidy up going as mostly older
councillors keeping at home. Rare for anyone from
village to join public forum.
• Signing documents but its not the end of the world ,
ways are found
• Signing documents has been slower than usual.
occasional technical issues during meetings. For
example a councillor may not be able to log in or have
sound/video issues.
• Signing documents has been tricky because of
contact.
• Signing documents has slowed things down a lot,
obviously you post things to councillors to sign or
approve and the wait time to get them back can
sometimes delay things.
Planning permission has been posted to councillors to
leave any comments on and it’s taken a long time to
retrieve them back.
And lastly on the technology front, as I have
mentioned previously Ludborough is a bit behind so
email and letters is the best we can do for now.
• Signing documents, miss talking face to face,

• Some members found the technology difficult and
sometimes have problems with opening emailed files
(although this does tend to be the same individuals).
The meetings are definitely more efficient in terms of
timeliness and, although I don't have hard evidence, I
believe that there is more attendance by councillors
(eg County Councillor). As broadband isn't great in
this area and we have a significant elderly population
it is possible that we have less public attendance than
we would have for physical meetings. Signing
documents is obviously delayed - I tend to save up
documents for signing so we don't meet too
frequently. The main issue is the impact on the Village
Hall - a lot of the organised activities were focused on
the elderly who are now pretty isolated and there's
not much we can do about that at the moment (apart
from the support group for shopping etc).
• Some pitfalls are councillors struggling with accessing
remote meetings. Also getting out in the community
has been difficult.
• Sometimes bad reception and a delayed reaction,
controlling the behaviour of some of the public, but
signing documents have been managed by having bins
outside those who sign cheques so the Clerk can leave
the paperwork in the bin, leave 24 hours before one
person collects it, signs, then passes it onto next
signatory and eventually back to the Clerk.
• Talking over each other, limited access to those with
little technological experience
• Technology capability of councillors
Council activities have been curtailed or put on hold
Only essential items dealt with
• Technology issues
• Technology issues and Parish Councillors being
confident to use technology
• Technology issues particularily unfamiliarity
• Technology issues, more email traffic. Slower to make
decisions
• Technology not always working for individuals.
Braodband 'notspots' within parish. Harder to get
signatures for payments authorisations. Not able to
keep noticeboards up to date.
• Technology, live streaming issues, platform used,
trolling on facebook, harder to engage in meaningful
conversations between councillors on remote
meetings
• The ability to debate fully. As councillors are isolated
in their homes, there does not seem to be the same
community connection to issues. Broadband
connection is sometimes an issue. Individual
councillors IT equipment and ability to use it can
create problems.

• The broadband speed has been intermittent leading to
cut-outs. Zoom is only free for 40 minutes and signing
up is a further expense to the council which has
limited precepts. Video conferencing is not suitable
when there are more than 8 people attending the
meeting. It is difficult for the Clerk to really monitor
the meeting. If attendees are only on audio, it is
difficult for the clerk to know who said what. Virtual
meetings lose that personal touch between councillors
and their residents. Too many people talking is a
challenge for the clerk to minute the meeting.
Background noises (kids/ pets) is disruptive.
• The length time constraint - few meeting agendas can
be completed in 45 minutes
• The main issue really is the extended length of time it
now takes to get things done. There are far fewer
attendees at the remote meetings.
• The pandemic has made us think differently on how
we manage the council business. Meetings are now
held by zoom which causes a problem for one
Councilllor who does not have a computer. If there is
no lockdown then he goes to another Councillors
house but during lockdown it is more difficult for him
to attend meetings. Documents that need to be signed
are agreed at meetings then scanned over for signing.
A volunteer system has been set up in the village to
further support the village during the pandemic
• The PC has probably operated with less cohesion since
physical interaction has stopped and the use of Zoom
impacts discussion through the use of a formal
platform. The PC has probably operated with less
cohesion since physical interaction has stopped and
the use of Zoom impacts discussion through the use of
a formal platform. In most cases, we have found workarounds for other maters which have just taken more
time. Broadband continuity and variability of
connections has been an issue, but not a major one.
• The restrictions have been largely around getting out
into the community and effectively engaging with
them. The Zoom meetings have worked effectively.
• The time limits imposed on zoom meetings can be
problematic. It’s often difficult to hear everyone’s
points of view on a topic. Some people have had
issues with technology.
We are hoping to initiate a large project but it has had
to be put on hold while we are unable to meet face to
face.

• The Zoom meetings have been very good, once we
paid an annual fee, although it was pro rata. Our Clerk
and Chairman have liaised for signatures etc in a
socially distanced way. Although not co- ordinated by
the Parish Council, a lady in the village emails the
villagers with news etc and there are lots of volunteers
wishing to give their help when needed. Our Clerk,
who is very efficient, obviously posts on …'s Website
and notifies this lady of anything that is relevant to be
forwarded direct to the villagers. It has worked very
well.
• There has been a few problems, but fortunately all
councillors are rich enough to cope. Its probably not
so inclusive but everyone does have a smart phone it
seems
• There have been some technology issues – joining
issues and broadband connection dropping out – but
they have been minor.
Documents have been kept in a file put in the meeting
room and the Chair/Councillors have called in to sign
them in bulk adhering to social distancing guidance.
No events have been held in the community at all –
Carnival, Duck Race, Dog Show, Raft Race,
Remembrance Parade, Footpaths Walks, Carols in the
Park, Allotments BBQ and the Making a Difference
awards at the APM. There have been two online
community events via the “…” Facebook page (one in
August and one in December) to raise money for local
charities which several of our Councillors were
involved with along with Rotarians and Round Tablers

10. What are the advantages to have come from the Pandemic Implications? E.G.
Money saving, increased community engagement, community support etc
• 1). Money saving - not having to rent the Village Hall
for meetings.
2). More residents tune into the Zoom meetings who
would not personally attend a meeting in the Village
Hall.
3). Through the Pandemic the Parish Council has
organised and assisted many residents in many ways
so that they were able to isolate and stay safe well.
• 1. Not having to go to a cold hall for meetings
2. Councillors & residents checking on others. More of
a community feeling
• Able to meet without needing to go out
• As I don't live in the village has been nice not to travel
to meetings. almost every meeting has been fully
attended.
• Being able to get all the annual checks and associated
works completed in a timely manor and not having to
work around bookings and pre-school
• Better attendance
• Coming together of the community
• Communication, community engagement.
Having to adapt quickly and professionally.
• Community coming together
• Community engagement
• Community Engagement & caring for each other.
• Community engagement and empowerment. Great
Community Support Scheme.
• Community engagement and support
• Community support
• Community support – working in partnership with
local community support group (SIGNS)
• Community support has become more tangible
between those living in the village
• Community support most definitely. We also hope to
have a Facebook page which will be for information
rather than conversation. It is our hope to encourage
our residents to follow a link on the FB to our new
updated website advertise agenda, Zoom meeting log
on and, when possible offer surgeries. Dissertation of
information is all.
• Community support through Mutual Aid groups;
remote community engagement; budget savings this
year have a positive impact on Financial Plans for
2021/22 in that we have been able to retain the
precept at 2020/21 levels and made allocations to
fund priorities for next year.
• Councillors (a few) stepped up to using technology.

• Councillors IT skills have improved. We have been
getting 40 plus views of Council meetings on YouTube
with the public now subscribing to our channel. We
are fortunate to have full fibre connection at the
Council offices and most staff have reasonable access.
This has allowed seamless home working with access
to systems and IP phones. Just one staff member per
day pops in to get the post. We have effectively
created and tested a Business Continuity Plan for the
future. Generally better attendance at meetings
(especially Committee and Working Groups)
• Definitely community support our action group has
flourished as has our community engagement.
• Definitely increased community engagement,
residents appearing to be more interested in the
work of the Council and thanks from residents for
keeping them updated.
• Don’t feel there are any specific
advantages/disadvantages although no members of
the public have joined remote meetings, we did
usually get one or two members of the public,
sometimes more depending on the agenda.
• Don't have to pay for meeting room although not
really that expensive. Village whatsapp group set up.
• engagement and support
• Enhanced the community spirit
• Highlighted the strong community within the village
• I cannot think of any advantages to the Council or
public at large in having the pandemic hit us.
• I don’t believe there have been any advantages!
• I genuinely cannot think of any!
• I think at the start the community spirit was great this is now diminishing. It is a long miserable time of
year and I think for some the isolation is a strain.
• I think it has opened cllrs minds to a more flexible
way of working for the clerk. They realise I can work
just as if not more efficiently from home as I can from
the office. Same for the public they have embrace
telephone and email communication.
• I think there is a place for homeworking, and holding
remote meetings, once the pandemic has passed.
• In a small Parish I don't feel we have seen any
advantages.
• Increased community engagement
• Increased community engagement and community
support
• Increased community engagement and the launch of
a dedicated Facebook page for the parish council.
• increased community engagement, online banking set
up and renewed links with former councillors and
other like minded volunteers.
• Increased community engagement. Attendance
numbers has risen

• Increased community engagement. More people
finding walking routes and actively walking around the
village – this has promoted a greater level of social
interaction outdoors (socially distanced) and people
enjoying the benefits of village life. The PC sponsored
Parish magazine has played a more prominent role in
communications and has been appreciated to a higher
degree.
• Increased community engagement. People have come
together more so then ever to help one another out.
The village pub is doing takeout and the villagers are
helping to support massively.
• Increased community relationships and awareness of
the Town council and its function
• Increased community support
• Increased community support offered by individuals to
their neighbours and others (not necessarily living in
the Parish)
• Increased contact with residents. Confirmation that
we have a strong community
• It does save money at first, but the savings are not
long lasting. Not so much public interest.
• It has brought the entire community more together,
with most people (certainly councillors) ready to
assist.
• It is nice how many people volunteered to help those
who were shielding, elderly or self isolating.
• Keep to time more as people are less likely to hang
around a chat
• Learn more about using computers etc to pass on
information/meetings.
• Learning new ways of working and engaging with the
public. Seeing the community come together.
• Less traffic = less litter
• Less travelling for the clerk saving council staff costs. A
number of residents have come together to form a
facebook group to support other residents.
• Loss of personal contact with the Councillors and
members of the public
• Meetings can be more efficient remotely
• Meetings can be more efficient virtually.
• Meetings have been shorter and more to the point.
Saves printing documents to take to meetings – I can
have a wide range open on a 2nd PC at home whilst on
Zoom on the 1st PC
• Meetings much more streamlined. No chit chat
• Meetings tend to be shorter and to the point!!! The
mute button!!!
• Money saving
• Money saving – less ‘projects’ suggested for the
village. Our meetings are not in such ‘depth’. Less chit
chat due to zoom constraints
• money saving, pulling together as a community
• Money-saving,
• More awareness and information about parishioners
needs

• More community engagement, councillors getting
more involved in local issues
• More involvement in local community
• More members attending virtually more often so
ease of access, accomodation, utility cost savings.
Budget savings across the board. greater community
engagement watching all meetings. members helping
those in isolation
• More members of the public have attended.
• more neighbours helping each other
• more people "attend" the meetings, but probably a
lot of them are just looking to criticise. Some
councillors find it easier to attend at home, but
others are unable to attend due to live streaming
• More residents now attend our council meetings
using the digital format than would normally attend
meetings held face to face.
• new ways of communicating
• no advantages identified
• No money spent on room hire.
• No obvious advantages but help given whenever
needed
• None
• None I can see
• Not all money has been spent on proposals made due
to pandemic halting them. Community support has
stepped up in some areas with people trying to feed
everybody.
• Not aware of any. To start with there was good
community spirit but now everyone is complaining
about the slightest thing. Not a good atmosphere in
the village. Sad
• Not spending so much money
• Nothing.
• One thing the pandemic has bought into sharp focus
is the need to enhance the “sense of community”
within the village - whatever shape that may take
once we get the work done. Not yet an advantage,
but certainly a catalyst for improvement. Zoom timelimits means we are improving meeting management
and etiquette; more consideration being done ahead
of time, with a more focused debate / proposal / vote
during the meeting.
• Our Council has been very supportive throughout the
pandemic with a lot of community engagement as
well as supporting other local voluntary groups.
• Recording, saves money, faster
• Refocused the council services to meet the needs of
the community.
• Refurbished the parish hall – complete redecoration.
New blinds. New windows where necessary and a
new firedoor.
• Remote meetings

• Remote meetings more convenient. One thing the
pandemic has bought into sharp focus is the need to
enhance the “sense of community” within the village
- whatever shape that may take once we get the work
done. Not yet an advantage, but certainly a catalyst
for improvement. Zoom time-limits means we are
improving meeting management and etiquette; more
consideration being done ahead of time, with a more
focused debate / proposal / vote during the meeting
• Saved money not having to book a meeting room.
Otherwise none
• Saved money on utilities; Identified a community
spirit that was already in place.
• Saving money in some areas but losing income in
other, better community engagament. Helping the
Clerk more
• Saving money, helping community
• Saving money, seeing how supportive the village has
been towards residents that have been struggling.
• Saving on travelling expenses. Better use of the
Council Website enabling the internal audit to be
completed remotely. It has been easier to engage
local businesses/landowners for a Zoom meeting.
We have all learnt new skills and adapted to working
remotely.
• Shorter more focussed meetings. More working from
home. Increased community engagement and
support for the council to achieve its targets and
initiatives.
• simpler transactions online and some money saving
as looking to disregard cheque payment
• Some of the community have been very good at
helping those who need it. Money saved by using
Zoom and not having to pay for a meeting room.
• Speedier meetings, resolutions actioned quicker, less
time wasted during Zoom meetings as opposed to
f2f. Less costs as not hiring village hall. If Zoom
format permitted for future meetings then holidays
etc won’t stop councillors being at a meeting
• Teams meetings that I would not have been able to
attend if I had to attend in person [ not allowed to
drive for 1year].
• The above are good items
• The formation of the Covid Support Group via the
Village Hall Ctte has enabled the Parish Council to
make a really tangible difference in the community.
Admin costs are reduced due to electronic sharing of
papers (not printing) and less travel
• The option for a virtual hybrid Meeting if a Cllr is
unable to attend in person. Availability of online and
virtual training.

• There has been some money saved which has meant
the 2021/22 precept has decreased by 4.70%. The
community has risen to the challenge with a help
they neighbour scheme - collecting shopping and
prescriptions. The Parish Council has also been
administering the … Business Support Group using
donated funds from both the Parish and … Town
Council, County and District Councillors ward grants
and the Deepings Business Club to help sole traders
and small businesses ride the storm by modernising,
adapting and diversifying
• This might sound odd, but having remote meetings
has certainly increased engagement and an
awareness of what the Council does. It has also
forced through much needed changes in that
decisions are taken more quickly on day to day
matters. Member engagement with tech has helped
to reduce the amount of time it takes to prep for
meetings.
• Very little
• Volunteers have come forward to help those
shielding. Local shop has been very good, with more
product lines and a delivery service.
• We are a close community anyway but we have
continued to engage with others.
We have not been able to organise events so have
not spent our budget as we would have wished.
• We have been able to save some money, and we
have maintained good relationships with our village
clubs by not charging their usual annual fees in this
financial year whether they have used our facilities or
not.
• We have had better attendance by the public at our
Zoom meetings. We had 10 members of the public
attend the last full council meeting, and have been
regularly getting 4/5 at each meeting, which doesn't
sound many but is more than attended physical
meetings.
We've set up a community support network so have a
list of people we can call on in an emergency for
assistance.
The number of followers on our Facebook page has
doubled in the last 12 months.
Although we prefer face to face meetings we have
identified some advantages to them, such as a
Committee Chairman being able to attend the
meeting whilst he is still at work, whereas he would
have had to sent apologies to a physical meeting.
• We have noticed that the … community really came
together to help vulnerable residents. A support
group was set up, which the Parish Council fully
supported.
• We have realised not only can office staff work
remotely when necessary but that we were printing
and storing documents completely unnecessarily
when they can be stored electronically and backed up
to the cloud.

• We have saved a small amount of money but there
have been no significant advantages to the current
situation working during the pandemic.
• We have set up a support group which has seen
increased community involvement and positive
contact between all ages of the community
• We haven't seen any, other than our meetings are
shorter.
• We live in a small village and a lot of folk walk
around the village for their exercise which has
brought about more local contacts.
• We were contacted by a couple of vulnerable
residents we didn't know about and thankfully got
them the extra help needed. We also used
neighbours, who had volunteered, to help residents
nearby - this has resulted in new friendships and the
volunteers, in some cases, are still looking out for the
resident they were asked to help in April. WE had
help from … Support Group with regard to food
boxes and a local charity donated money for the help
they were giving … residents - we worked together
where possible, and still do.
• Winter meetings can be held without venturing out
to a cold village hall, which then has to be heated.
Easy to arrange meeting, can be held on different
days to suit, instead of village hall availability. Costs
same as have to pay for zoom instead of village hall.
Meetings seem shorter and people more focused,
although perhaps discussion does not flow as well

• With our Council this last year has been a difficult
one, we have had one of our own whipping up the
local community against the council. However, we
have learnt how to deal with difficult individuals who
have only been given half a story.
• With virtual meetings I have not had to travel
reducing my personal costs. No room hire costs for
meetings
• Working from home. ie no travel expenses. Great
volunteers in our village.
• Yes definitely community spirit has become a good
and more common thing for our villages.
• Yes saves money, also less travel.
• Zoom meetings are easier for District and County
Councillors who sometimes can’t stay for whole
meetings, gives them some flexibility and much less
travelling.
• Zoom meetings are easier, no travelling, get chance
to make a drink before the meeting. Our PC has
done well with being able to keep working through
items during the pandemic. We have put out adverts
for the community to let them know if anyone needs
help, to contact our clerk.

11 If the legislation is further amended to allow Councils to continue meeting remotely,
do you feel this is something you would like to continue?
Yes
No
Have option or alternate meetings

88
46
23

Not all respondents gave an equivocal yes/no answer. These figures include comments whose
overall sentiment indicated yes or no
a) If yes, please detail how you envisage this would happen (e.g. continue with all
meetings/alternative meetings/extraordinary meetings only)

• Alternative meetings may be an option, particularly in
the winter months
• Probably get better attendance for online meetings as
people don’t have to make the effort to go out in the
cold/dark, however once we’re not under Covid
restrictions this may change – people will want to get
out and about. Not sure how successful hybrid
meetings might be – discussions on various clerk’s
forums seems to suggest they are difficult to manage
and not so successful. Hearsay is that those attendees
online don’t get to participate as much as those in the
room. We’ve not really discussed yet how we would
want to proceed once restrictions are lifted.
• Although I would be happy to continue online I know
my Councillors would prefer to meet in person. Would
be good in winter months to meet online as an option.
• Continue as we are – at least we usually get a ‘full
house’ of councillors
• Face to face meetings are always preferred, but to
have the option to hold either virtual or physical
meetings would be a great advantage.
• I feel that meeting remotely is not something I would
be against doing in the future.
• I personally far prefer virtual meetings and would like
them to continue but know some councillors prefer
meeting in person, so feel that the council will return
to face to face meetings when possible .
• I personally think we could happily continue with the
majority of our meetings held remotely. I think
perhaps members of council would all benefit on some
training on how to use the applications for example
how to share the documents. We have regularly had
meetings remotely with suppliers for projects, we
have held interviews, Ex Ord meetings etc. Naturally
for interviews it would have been better face to face
but there was no other option at the time. We have
also held meetings outside when appropriate.
• I personally would like to continue with remote
meetings but I think councillors would prefer face to
face meetings. There may be scope for some remote
meetings, especially when there is only a small
agenda.

• I think it would be nice to have the option to meet
remotely particularly during the winter months when
travelling to meeting can be hard.
• I would like the option to meet remotely but feel a
majority of councillors would be against this.
• I would like to see it continue perhaps in the winter
months when it is so unpleasant to turn out in the cold
and dark for meetings. However I dothink that we
should try to meet up in person as much as possible as
it does expedite meetings when we are face to face.
We could also use the online conferencing facility on
the occasions when our usual meeting room is
unavailable e.g. each January when our community
centre is taken over for the village pantomime.
• If Covid allows, meetings should be for real, although
for EOMs and working groups zoom is fine.
• In part yes but alternatively perhaps.
• It is more ideal to have physical meetings where
residents can come together to discuss. Virtual
meetings may be good for a few council meetings
where there are no delicate agenda items to be
discussed.
• It would be good to have the option and to have Part
live and part online meetings so cllrs could elect to be
there or online if e.g. they were shielding,
unvaccinated etc. What is the current legislation?
• It would work well for extraordinary meetings.
• Meetings can be held by Whats App but with its
limitations of numbers it couldn’t be a permanent
situation. More information/reassurance on the safety
of Zoom might encourage the use of it by my
members.
• Not all meetings but perhaps one in three.
• Occasional zoom meetings, but not every one
• Our Council has been very supportive throughout the
pandemic with a lot of community engagement as well
as supporting other local voluntary groups.
• Probably committee meetings and full council winter
meetings
• The Council have expressed an interest in continuing
to meet remotely But I feel that the annual meetings
should not be held remotely.

• This has not been discussed by my Council but if it is
an option I would not object to it.
• This may be helpful as we have a couple of Councillors
who are RAF and sometime deployed, they have said
that when they are on some deployments they would
still be able to join meetings remotely. It could also
help for parents who often are unable to make
meetings as they have to stay home to look after the
children. However, it can be difficult and so I don’t
believe it would suit to have all meetings this way.
• Virtual meetings are at best “adequate” - they cannot
replace face to face / in person. My vote would be a
return to physical meetings when possible. That said,
we now know we have a viable alternative should face
to face be difficult eg weather.
• Would like it to continue, especially for Committees. I
think Council will likely want to hold Full Council as
face to face but for Committees especially Planning it
is much easier to share the details of what is being
discussed using Video Conferencing and the public can
see each plan in more detail as the Committee discuss
it. I have recommended to Council that whatever the
legislation we continue to use technology for all
working groups and informal meetings unless
presence on site is necessary. A change in legislation
will also enable this for future emergencies (e.g.
flooding, future lockdowns, loss of venue).

• Yes – a mix of remote and virtual meetings. Annual
Parish meeting would be better in person if possible to
promote community engagement
• Yes - continue as normal
• Yes – continue to develop remote meetings and
include more regular updates from the Parish Council
through the village intra-net.
• Yes – I think it has some potential benefits in allowing
greater participation at meetings. I would not be in
favour of replacing normal meetings with virtual ones,
but both have pros and cons. There are times when
Zoom has advantages.
• Yes- bi monthly general meetings BUT if we should
need to meet as a matter of urgency provision will be
made for that also I imagine.
• Yes continue or as an alternative. Or possibly to use
both at athe same time
• Yes for some meetings, not all
• Yes Having remote meetings has proven successful
during the pandemic and has shown that house bound
people can still be involved.
• Yes the Parish Council would welcome the option to
continue with remote meetings although would still
meet in person for some. It has not been discussed as
to how regularly either would happen
• Yes, a mixture
• Yes. Possibly alternative meetings

11b. If no, what would be the reasoning?

• 1. Winter meetings would be safer remotely.
2. Hybrid meetings would be safer for those with
colds etc. & for residents that could not get to
meetings, for police, press, County & district
councillors that would not get there in time
• Absolutely no and I am certain my councillors feel
the same. To reliant on technology which can fail.
Trouble hearing each other. I think virtual meetings
stifle discussion and it’s not easy for everyone to
have their say.
• All
• All meetings
• Allow for hybrid Meetings to enable more Cllrs to
attend.A n alternative option for bad weather.
• Already tired of Zoom , etc
• alternate meetings would be good
• Alternate meetings would be ideal and if away log in
via zoom
• Alternate meetings.
• Alternative / extraordinary
• Alternative meetings - it saves councillors travelling
and frees up the meeting facility for other
community related things.

• Any AGM would need to be public, this is not
possible because not everyone has access to the
necessary technology. Members of the public have
not found it easy to join our regular meetings
• As a small Parish we meet approximately 6 times a
year. I would envisage our meetings continuing
remotely until larger groups are able to meet
without restrictions. We would find it very difficult
to meet in a Covid secure environment in the Parish.
We don't have a suitable venue.
• As mentioned
• As needed, or dictated. I feel safe working from
home. I have a vulnerable adult with learning
disabilities. We have shielded him now for over 320
days. I feel remote meetings keep not only our selves
safe but fellow Cllrs and office staff.
• As several of the Councillors, including myself, would
not wish to attend face-to-face meetings for some
considerable time yet, all meetings would be remote.
• Committee,vsub committee meetings,ESMs. Full
council alternatively.
• Continue as normal
• Continue with all meetings
• Continue with all meetings except AGM & APM

• Continue with all meetings remotely with the option
of physical meetings when restrictions allow but taking
into consideration members may be in the vulnerable
category and prefer to meet remotely.
• Continue with on line meetings until Govt decide the
easing of restrictions would make it safe to meet
together
• Councillors are of an age that they like to meet in
person
• Councillors prefer to meet face to face and encourage
the public to do so too. Some councillors do not have
the electronic means to join meetings
• Councils should meet face to face, too much reliance
on IT now.
• Definitely not all meetings but I think there is a place
to have remote meetings occasionally. It would also
depend what's on the agenda - a lot of discussion or
public interest items would warrant a physical
meeting. Virtual meetings would be great for
extraordinary ones as members are more likely to be
available if they can join direct from home rather than
travelling to a meeting
• easier to discuss things face to face
• Easier to meet in person
• extra ordinary meetings with one item
• extraordinary meetings
• Extraordinary meetings / available when councillors
are not at home
• Face-to-face meetings I believe work better. You can
see Cllrs are easily distracted - maybe they have one
eye on the TV!!
• For Clerks who work from home, using Zoom is so
much better as all paperwork is there and nothing is
forgotten to take to the meeting. Also, it saves having
to cancel a meeting due to adverse weather
conditions, it saves on travel - better for the
environment - and once the Clerk gets the hang of
controlling a disruptive public, it works well.
• Hybrid system
• I can't say for sure. However, I would like to see hybrid
meetings where Members can either be physically or
remotely present. I recognise that this will be
technologically challenging, but at the moment we are
restricted as to when meetings can take place. Also
getting to a random building on the other side of town
is hard for Members with caring responsibilities, young
families, demanding jobs, etc. Ideally I would like to
see us having meetings on YouTube as I think it raises
transparency and assists with engagement.
• I feel that Council would be best served meeting face
to face for usual Parish Council meetings &
committees - but its continued usage could be used to
encourage more residents to attend. I haven't noticed
any more residents attending meetings, via Zoom,
since it was introduced at Nettleham though.

• I personally would be happy for all meetings to
continue like this as I don't have to leave my dogs!
• I think if say the winter meetings could be held
remotely, this saves on heating the village hall and
people turning out on cold nights. extra ordinary
meetings can be more frequent if needed to resolve
on smaller issues to make the main meetings
streamlined
• I think some meetings could be remote but I do think
that physical meetings are a good way of community
engagement.
• I think we could have a mix of remote meetings when
the agenda is manageable to do remotely, giving us
that flexibility would I believe be good.
• I would like full council meetings to continue this way
• I would like it but I envisage the councillors would
want to go back to face-to-face
• In preference I would always prefer face to face
meetings, with fellow councillors and the public.
• in the short term it would enable council to hold
hybrid meetings so that those willing to participate in
face to face meetings could whilst also allowing others
who may not feel confident to also join the meeting
electronically. Although this would rely on the venue
having wi-fi.
• It has been helpful to work from home, especially with
children. A hybid meeting where some could attend in
person and others virtually would be of benefit
• It may help people who have attendance issues, such
as childcare.
• It would disadvantage residents who may only meet
with their councillors as part of the public forum.
It would be a retrograde step for community cohesion,
creating the same effect of distancing that people
perceive with Westminster. Internet / broadband
connectivity is nowhere near good enough to allow
this to happen. People who are likely to become
involved with the council face to face my be reluctant
to do so online. It would have to be all meetings
• It would leave the option available for meeting
remotely in winter months.
• keeping remote attendance while having face to face
• Lack of opportunity for social interation
• Main meetings would still be held bi-monthly in
person, any extra meetings required could be held
remotely
• Maybe a couple a year or when particularly bad
weather
• Maybe every other meeting or in winter
• Meetings can be too long on ZOOM with a lack of
focus towards the end of the meeting.
• Meetings until restrictions can be lifted safely, or the
public have all been vaccinated.
• Members feel that they can more easily contribute in
a face to face meeting. They accept the necessity to
meet remotely as being necessary in the current
situation, but some (mainly the older members), feel
constrained at meeting on a screen.

• Mixture of options
• Monthly meetings have worked out very well, but I
suppose because of the Pandemic, somethings may
have been put on the back burner. Not a lot of the
public attend our meetings. The District Councillors
have had access to the Zoom meetings and also the
public. It could be trialled whenever get back to
some form of normality and if it didn't work, we
should have to go back to meeting in our Social Club.
Work the two ways together!
• Most meetings, but with physical meetings held
quarterly and residents encouraged to attend by
offering refreshments.
• Never used Skype or such like and as soon as I am
free from council duties I will not use Zoom.
• Not everyone is confident in IT so they feel excluded.
• Not for Full Council meetings but possibly
extraordinary meetings or working parties
• Once covid clear, i think we will revert to face to face
meetings. More time and easier to discuss things –
no broadband constraints
• Particularly for extraordinary meetings due to short
notice
• Perhaps alternative meetings and extraordinary
meetings.
• Perhaps extra ordinary meetings could always be
zoom, and January PC meeting as always a cold one.
• Physical meetings are designated places stop
background noises and disruptions. Members are
concentrated to the meeting rather than disrupted
by their home situations.
• Prefer face to face
• Prefer to meet face to face in the future.
• Probably alternate meetings
• Probably committee meetings
Perhaps some of the winter full Council meetings
• Probably most meetings but especially committee
meetings and EOMs.
• Probably winter meetings
• Reduction of smaller meetings (i.e. working groups as these tend to become 'talking shops') and holding
of remote committees (i.e. planning etc.)

• Some committee and sub committee meetings
• Some councillors come join in remotely. others may
choose to attend meetings. I work overseas so as
Clerk, I attend remotely anyway.
• Some meetings but not all. A.G.M, Annual Parish,
etc. I feel still need to be face-to-face.
• The council is very keen to get back to face to face
meetings.
• Unreliable technology. Public participation is less
than usual. In depth discussion is stilted.
• We could meet virtually for alternative meetings and
monitor if this has any impact on public
participation.
• we may however hold hybrid meetings with some
face to face and some remote participants.
• We need to be accessible to all
• We would certainly return to face to face for full
council meetings, but may use Zoom for smaller
working group meetings, or committee meetings, or
when the weather is bad. On the day of the February
meeting it snowed really bad and the roads where
dangerous, so meeting by Zoom was a massive
advantage, everyone attended the meeting from the
safety of their homes. Remote meetings could be
called when the weather is forecast to be bad
(although it would be reliant on accurate weather
forecasting, which could be an issue!). The Town
Council has discussed this and would certainly
welcome the option to be able to choose whether to
meet remotely or in person once lockdown has
ended.
• When the council meet in Parish Rooms there are
regular village residents at the meeting. Not
everyone has an internet connection or like using
Zoom.
• Would be ideal if we could invite more guest
speakers and/or local residents to attend too.
• Zoom for normal meetings, but hold some in the
normal way, but have councillors put up and talk to
villagers one to one in front of the data or proposals.
The present way of working is Dickensian and
amazingly opaque.

Yes

No

Don’t
know

12. Does your Council currently have a discounted Zoom
subscription through LALC’s package?

61

97

4

13. Do you think your Council would be interested in
undertaking a Zoom license through LALC for 2021/22 if NALC/LALC can
secure another discounted rate?

105

48

3

• Yes We don’t currently have a zoom licence due to not have bank access, which is finally sorted. It is on my list to arrange this week. My chairman
mentioned that he thought you had something in place but wasn’t quite sure. I will be in touch about a discounted subscription in the next few
days.

• Yes. Council has made provision in the budget for a renewal of Zoom subscription as it seems unlikely restrictions will be lifted in time for meetings
in person to commence from April onwards.

14a. Does your council have a training and development
policy?

57

72

44

14b. Does your council have a training and development budget for
councillors and employees?

105

47

22

15.How long are you willing to travel to training?

Up to 30
minutes

30-60
minutes

43

104

16.When is your preferred time for training?

Mon- Evening
No
Fri
preference

101

26

43

1 hour +

32
Other

6

• Evening tends to be difficult in that we already have Council evening meetings; plus there's a tendency to do a full day's work and then attend the
evening training and that's not very effective.
• Many courses offered cannot be accessed by working councillors and sometimes charged outside of annual scheme. Self-learning online courses
need to be available.
• This would need to fit my present work commitments.

17. Which of the following internal LALC training courses, either face-to-face or via Zoom, have
you attended in the last 2 years?
New Councillors Session (3hrs)
Councillors Training (full day/split over 2 days if via Zoom)
Council Powers & Procedures (formerly Agendas, Meetings and Minutes)
‘A Guide to Being a Good Councillor’ E-learning
Chairman & Clerk
New Clerks Training
Certificate in Local Council Administration (CiLCA)
Elections
Financial Management / Financial Responsibilities for Councils
LALC AGM & Conference / LALC Annual Networking Day / LALC Clerk’s Seminar
Other
• 1). 'The Benefits of Emergency Planning',
• None not considering a long term career on
15.10.19. 2). 'Resilient Communities', 15.10.19.
local council
• Allotment
• None of the above
• As detailed
• None yet, due to attend new councillor training
• As yet none but would be keen to undertake .
• Nothing
• Basic social media skills
• Other
• I haven’t attended any LALC training – but that
• Risk Assessment
is not to say that I won’t do in the future.
• Risk management
• More than two years ago - GDPR and Chairman
• The Role of Highway & Lead Local Flood
and Clerk
Authority as statuatory consultees in the
• New website training
planning process. Financial responsibilities for
Councils. Planning.
• None at the time of completing this form BUT
will be doing the new councillor session on
• Two courses attended in 2019 and two attended
16/2/21
electronically during 2020
• None but only because I have been working
• VAT
overseas. Now that you have remote training I
• VAT, GDPR, FOI
would like to take the opportunity to take some
refresher courses.

18. Which of the following externally delivered training courses have you attended, either faceto-face or remotely in the last 2 years?
Allotment Training
Burials
Breakthrough Communications: Basic Social Media Skills for Councillors
Charity Law
Chris Moses – Personnel Advice and
Appraisals
Solutions:
Code of Conduct, Employment Law & Resolving Conflict

4
14
8
6
12

Emergency Planning
First Aid at Work
Freedom of Information/Data Protection
Getting Funding Ready (3-part training package – formerly Community Consultation, Identifying Funding and Bid Writing)
Health and Safety / Fire Safety Awareness (Face to Face Training)
IT Skills – Word/Excel
Planning / Neighbourhood Development Plans
Play Areas / Risk Management (Kompan & BHIB)
Parkinson Partnership Finance
Introduction to VAT
Training
Finances for Councillors
The Role of the Internal Auditor
Year End Accounts and Audit
Budgeting
Internal Controls
NIMBLE E-Learning (for Clerks)
Display Screen Equipment Assessment
Managing and Reducing Stress
Personal Safety Essentials
Time Management Essentials
NIMBLE E-LEARNING (for Clerks and
Equality and Diversity Essentials
Councillors)
Fire Safety Essentials
Health and Safety Essentials
Leadership Essentials

15
14
21
6
8
8
17
8
5
1

11

1 – not identified

Other
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Again none but happy to undertake in the future
Am booked in to Burials training
As per details
Code of Conduct
Fraud and scams
Have attended allotments and burial training in the last 3 years
LCC new website intro and webinar
LCC New Website Training
Nil
No comment
No courses attended to date. New clerk course booked
None
None - I have not been a councillor that long
None in last 2 years

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

None of the above
None of them
None of these
Not sure if the employment law was within the last 2 years but
have definitely done it recently.
Nothing
Other
Planning was cancelled
Refer please to details
Risk assessment course.
Website training, trhouhg LCC at LALC Offices Privately –
numerous training sessions with Pete Langford on aspects of the
new website (ongoing!)
West Lindsey training for new websites. Data Protection

19. Have you accessed any of LALC’s remote training, delivered via Zoom? If yes, please provide some feedback
on your views regarding remote training delivery, what works well, what could be improved on etc
• A training course on planning was undertaken by one
• I have found the training to be useful and direct. They
of the councillors which I believe they found to be
listen to questions and answer as clearly and helpfully
useful, although there were some internet issues.
as they can.
• All worked well for me - training better during day
• I haven't
than evenings
• I think it has worked well. Broadband and poor / loss
• Any it based course would be useful
of connectivity have been issues. Looking forward to
some to face to face training though to encourage
• Attended the online website training - sound quality
networking.
was quite varied during the 2 hour session. Basiclly
Zoom & its screen sharing facility worked very well.
• It did the job
• Basic Social Media Skills
• It does work well, however, the general conversations
that take place during the training are just as
• Breakout rooms, chance for small group discussion is
informative as the training itself and this is missing.
helpful
The fact that no travelling is necessary is a boon.
• Delivery via zoom has the benefit of not requiring
•
It does work well, however, the general conversations
travel to locations across the county, however as I
that take place during the training are just as
believe LALC have taken on board Zoom Training can
informative as the training itself and this is missing.
be sustained for a shorter period of time in
The fact that no travelling is necessary is a boon.
comparison to face to face training as it can be
draining and cause headaches etc. However far more
• It is a very good service to offer, most cost effective
councillors have participated via zoom in training than
and should continue in the future.
have previously and I feel zoom training should be
• It worked well for virtual because there was 2 people
maintained by LALC as it encourages a higher number
holding the training if one lost connection the other
of Councillors to attend training compared to having to
one picked it up. I don’t feel it could have been any
travel.
more engaging if it were face to face. Preparation was
• Delivery was excellent and there was ample
good, everything as emailed for you to look over
opportunity to ask questions and / or comment.
beforehand.
• Enjoyed it
• It’s difficult with a lot of people on the training to have
an effective participation session but this is probably
• Fantastic way of delivering training, in these strange
the bit which is lost/missed most from the ‘in person’
times, something that I would like to see carry on post
training. (Guess you probably tend to have more
the pandemic.
people at online sessions than would be practical for
• Fine
an ‘in person’ session). Attended a fantastic session as
• Fortunately broadband worked on the day so it was
part of the SLCC national conference last year – the
fine
lady who was presenting kept the audience fully
• Good friendly training with excellent content
engaged by asking questions and getting everyone to
• Good, although some candidates need to learn to use
respond in the Chat window. She also encouraged
the mute button.
participants to chat to each other during the session
• Have not partaken, so would not now.
and at various points, picked up and responded to
• Highways presentation - informative
comments. It probably takes a bit of practice and may
• I answered no
need 2 people managing the session, but it was one of
• I attended the new clerk training which was helpful. I
the best online sessions I’ve been on. (Dr Penny Pullen
would like to access other training, but work in
– Virtual Leadership: Practical strategies for getting the
another job Tue-Fri, which makes it very difficult. It
best out of virtual Lincolnshire Annual Conference of
would be great if the sessions could be recorded, so
Parish and Town Councils with guest speakers etc
they can be viewed at a different time eg. evenings
• more suitable for passing on information, less good for
• I attended the Zoom training. Very useful.
discussions
• I did attend the Freedom of Information training with
• New councillor training was informative and
Euan Robson but I am afraid I don't feel it was
enjoyable. It was useful to interact with other councils.
successful at all. He had wireless broadband issues,
•
New website training - not the best course, mainly due
wasn't able to put up any slides and I still await a copy
to inexperience of presenter. New clerks training of the slides that were promised. Apologies for the
excellent. Zoom training - very good work and virtual
negativity.
teams).
• I felt it worked well. I have done remote training. One
•
No
was terrible by someone from somewhere abroad re
• No comments other than happy with existing
planning. The other on new planning etc was quite
provision.
good

• Not known
• Nothing
• Planning
• Remote training is done very well. I would suggest
using different worksheets for different training.
• Remote training was ideal for my preferred learning
style. I was worried it would be stilted or everyone
trying to talk at once but it worked really well and I
would definitely like to continue remote training if that
is possible
• Remote training was well presented and worked well,
but required some additional effort by all participants
as they tried to react as though they were in a
classroom. I suspect that this has been ironed out and
the training is now more efficient.
• The few I have attended have been well presented and
useful
• The remote training is fine and the way to go.
• The training delivered is always professional and
covers the topics thoroughly but with a friendly
approach.
• The training I have taken part in has worked well, the
notes have been provided etc. Plus theres no
travelling time involved, so a better use of my limited
hours as a clerk.

• The training worked well. I think the only
improvement would be to have more break out
sessions rather than the training being trainer led for
too long - this increases engagement and interest since
teacher based research shows presentation styles
need to refreshed frequently especially since the
average classroom/at home attention span is
estimated to be about 20mins!
• Time controls/planning of delivery
• To encourage participants to clearly identify
themselves by name, position and Council.
• Very good
• Very good remote training
• Worked very well
• Works quite well but ‘networking’ is not achieved fully
especially for new councillors/clerks; a valuable
element of physical training session.
• Yes
• Yes - New Councillor. There were some difficulties
with on-line training and group discussion but it was
dealt with adequately.
• Yes – works well if the group isn’t too large
• Yes, worked well on the whole.
• Yes. I was impressed with the use of the online
syndicate groups, that worked quite well. What could
be improved was the quality of the sound from the
trainer. I missed a lot of what the trainer said due to
equipment difficulties.

• If no, what has prevented you from participating in training in this way?
• Chairman hadn't told us they were available
• Not considering a career on council, my views are
simplistic and based on the greater good and fairness
• Courses were cancelled
(ex parish (18 small ones) beat constable in Norfolk)
• Did know about it
• Not had the opportunity yet
• Did not partake
• Not needed
• Don’t like online training.
• Don't like this way of training. Needs to be interactive. • Not prepared to allocate time to unnecessary training
(I have to limit my commitment to my role in order
• Due to other commitments
that the job is done for the sake of efficiency). For
• Established Clerk
example,
I needed to have training on the new
• full time employment
website
package
in order to create one.
• Have attended quite a few of them in the past
• Not prepared to use Zoom. Concerned about security.
• Have not needed to at present but would not be
• Not prevented, just not requiredNot seen anything
adverse to doing so
that I thought I needed or wanted to attend.
• Haven't been here long enough, but will be
•
Not sure about training remotely - a bit uncomfortable
• starting some next week
• Not sure-perhaps spend so much time on zoom that
• Having the time along with work and personal
was not encouraged to attend more things on zoom
commitments.
• Not the courses I need at present
• I am a district councillor and get regular training via
• Not wanting to spend PC money
the District Council.
• I did attend NKs on-line training regarding establishing • Not yet, but may do. Website has taken up much time
• Nothing
the new web-site, but have simply not identified
• Nothing appropriate and timely for me
suitable training as we tend to share specialisms
• Nothing except that I have not felt the need to attend
between Cllrs. I have booked for training this year on
the training
mapping
• Nothing relevant to me has been offered except the
• I have been busy looking after a family member.
one on neighbourhood planning, which was cancelled
• I have not been offered any by the previous Clerk and
because of imminent changes to planning law
those that I put myself forward for were canclled
•
Nothing specific.
• I haven’t been offered any relevant training.
• Nothing, just hasn't been a course which appealed to
• I joined the council to create the Neighberhood plan,
me, but I'll take another look at the list.
which was successfully achieved but not two years
• Only been clerk for ten months. Full time employment
later, is totally irrelevant. I shall not be looking to do
has prevented training until December 2020. Now able
any training!
• I would have attended training if there had been something to enrol in training couses
• Only newly in post
that I needed to train on.
• Only seen courses that were chargeable
• I’m doing a course in the beginning of February
• Other commitments
• Ignorance of the availability and query the need in a Council
• Personal circumstances
of our size
• Personal matter
• Ill health ( 2 hip replacements)
• Personal time issues, no fault of LALC
• Ill.
• Recently have been busy with website training and
• Insufficient advertising of course portfolio - Didn’t
updating the new site. Also topics need to be relevant
know it was happening.
Scampton PC are in process of attending training
• internet speeds
sessions hopefully in March.
• New councillor
•
There wasn't anything that I wanted to attend
• New to council
• Time
• No
• Time & availability of clerk & councillors is the main
• No – no budget
issue.
• No had the opportunity
•
Time and i missed/did not receive notice of training
• No reason.
• Time and topics of interest
• No relevant courses
• Time constraints
• No requirement identified.
• Timing
• No suitable courses
• Too busy to attend as lost deputy clerk in September
• No time
• but now have a new deputy clerk
• None – no immediate need identified (but I’ve put my
• Training booked for this month
name forward for online mapping)
• Unavailable
• None that caught my attention
• Unaware of training available.
• Not applicable

• Unaware. Likely my fault.
• Unfortunately volume of my employment due to the
Covid pandemic
• Very small parish
• Wasn’t aware of any that were applicable

• We are not currently subscribed to the training programme
but I hope my Councillors will see the benefit of joining the
training scheme this next financial year.
• Work
• Work-due to the pandemic my full time job has been
busier and different hours. The councillors don’t all
have zoom to attend them.

20. Are there any training courses/opportunities that LALC currently do not offer, relevant to the
work of Town and Parish Councils and Parish Meetings that you would like to see made
available if possible?
• A course that cover specifically the RFO part of the
• Financial planning and appropriate setting of budgets.
Clerks role.
• Holding successful meetings remotely - tips and hints
• A lot of Parish Councils support/deliver community
• How to allocate and manage the time balance
hubs (libraries). Is there anything which could be
between council and private
provided in conjunction with LCC/Greenwich Leisure
• How to deal with a vexatious Councillor
(GLL) around training for the library volunteers? They
• How to deal with unruly situations
have to do basic training on data protection and
• How to work with a split council
GDPR, safeguarding, equality and diversity, H&S etc –
• HR / Appraisals - for Clerks and Councillors
currently just have to read a few documents and sign
• I have suggested in the past that a First Aid Course be
to say they’ve read them. More on Code of Conduct
organised and this was done, thank you.
in conjunction with district councils would be good.
• I think you would be hard pressed to get though them
Some Councillors still don’t seem to understand their
all.
obligations to the Code of Conduct and implications
• I was a bit disappointed that the "powers" training
if they breach it.
only really covered two powers. I think a more
What about more on strategy for promoting the
detailed course in how councils are allowed to spend
Council and encouraging people to become
money would be useful. Also, how councils are
Councillors? Obviously, the Councillor vacancy
allowed to supplement their (precept) income as this
process is owned by the District Council but at the
seems to be a complex area. It would be useful to
point you are told you can co-opt a vacancy, many
know how we could increase our income in order to
Councils then do things very differently. We are
reduce the burden on the village.
currently introducing a Councillor application form
• Managing conflict. For new Councillors/Staff - the
(based on SLCC template), to help gain information
three tier local government system, how it works and
about a prospective Councillor, what skills they have
how to navigate it.
to offer, what they know about a Council, and
• Managing operatives!
probably more importantly to set out the
• more focus on community engagement, local plans
expectations on them regarding attendance at
and finance
meetings, level of engagement etc. We have had a
• More local cluster training for councillors who may
few Councillors recently who seem to have come on
have common local issues.
the Council ‘blind’ and once they’ve realised what we
• Most topics seem covered
do and what it’s all about, have left.
• How to allocate and manage the time balance
• A really beefed up councillor training course for
between council and private
those councillors that have not had any training
•
How to deal with a vexatious Councillor
updates for at least 2 years. There should be regular
• How to deal with unruly situations
training and not just the one off approach that
• How to work with a split council
seems to be the norm.
• HR / Appraisals - for Clerks and Councillors
• Although I havnt attended any yet I read through
• I have suggested in the past that a First Aid Course be
them and you seem to cover every thing possible.
organised and this was done, thank you.
• Answer as question 38
• I think you would be hard pressed to get though them
• Campaigning; Communicating with residents
all.
• Cannot think of anything at the moment
• I was a bit disappointed that the "powers" training
• can't think of anything!
only really covered two powers. I think a more
• Caravan site opening dates/residency
detailed course in how councils are allowed to spend
• Clerk refresher training.
money would be useful. Also, how councils are
As mentioned before most CLerks are part time, so
allowed to supplement their (precept) income as this
have limited time to undertake training and fully
seems to be a complex area. It would be useful to
learn the role. I would like to attend refresher
know how we could increase our income in order to
training days with general topics, like policy reviews,
reduce the burden on the village.
audits and powers. When I have attended training,
• Managing conflict. For new Councillors/Staff - the
just talking to other Clerks and the LALC team has
three tier local government system, how it works and
really helped.
how to navigate it.
• Cllr refresher course in the evening.
• Managing operatives!
• Don't know yet
• More focus on community engagement, local plans
• Financial and legal rules
and finance

• More local cluster training for councillors who may
have common local issues.
• Most topics seem covered
• No
• No I don’t think so.
• No you offer a good range of topics
• No, but I will suggest any that become apparent
• No, I am planning on working my way through the
existing ones as much as possible in the next year. I
do think you could advertise courses and dates more
often.
• None
• None I can think of
• None spring to mind
• none that I am aware of,
• More local cluster training for councillors who may
have common local issues.
• Most topics seem covered
• No
• No I don’t think so.
• No you offer a good range of topics
• No, but I will suggest any that become apparent
• No, I am planning on working my way through the
existing ones as much as possible in the next year. I
do think you could advertise courses and dates more
often.
• None
• None I can think of
• None spring to mind
• none that I am aware of,
• None that I can think of.
• Not at the moment
• Not known
• Not known yet.
• Not sure
• Not that I am aware of
• Not that I can think of at present
• Not that I can think of at the moment
• Not that I can think of.
• not that I know of
• Not to my knowledge
• Nothing at present
• Overall I think the training offered is perfectly
adequate. It may be useful at some time in the
future if officers of LALC could attend a Parish
meeting to appraise residents of the work of LALC
and what parish councils can and can’t do.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Play Area Inspections
Polices and legislation
Possibly
Possibly - Any IT based course
Procurement, policy and procedure
Public relations
Refresher courses
Resolving disputes and managing expectations
Risk assessment
Running cemeteries
Something around grants available to parish councils
might be useful. The grant for the bus shelter I
mentioned earlier was “stumbled across”. We have
an objective of purchasing a Speed Indicating Device
for use in the village - might there be a grant
available to hasten this purchase for instance.
Staff recruitment
Tender process and getting quotes.
Understanding Standing Orders. I have been a Clerk
for 15 years, and I sometimes find some of the
Standing Orders difficult to understand, such as
Motions v request for an agenda item. How to
handle an amendment to a motion, how to deal with
the request to rescind a decision, a lost motion, etc...
There must be loads of Clerks that have a set of
Standing Orders which they are not 100% sure what
the wording actually means. Let alone the Chairman
who is the person running the meeting and has to
handle the councillors and ask for proposers,
seconders and the votes. A session specifically
dedicated to Standing Orders would be useful. The
Handforth PC case was a prime example of everyone
not understanding their Standing Orders, what DO
you do when your Chairman is the one causing the
issues? Yes you can kick him out of a Zoom meeting,
how would you remove him from a physical
meeting???? I know much of this relates to
Standards and the Code of Conduct, but you need a
robust set of Standing Orders and councillors who
fully understand them to have a successful meeting.
There are a number of good courses available
training in conjunction with LCC on new websites
Unsure.
Very thorough - can't think of anything.
What is on offer seems quite comprehensive to me

21. Who does your Council currently bank with?
Barclays
Co-operative
HSBC
Lloyds
Nationwide
Natwest
Santander
Skipton
TSB
Unity
Yorkshire

20
12
16
36
1
9
4
1
1
12
4

22. Do you feel this bank meets your Council’s needs?
If yes, would you recommend the bank to other Councils?

Yes
85
61

No
21
29

If no (the bank does not meet the Councils needs), please explain what issues there have been.
• 1. unable to access account for 6 mths due ro
resignation of chair/vc and clerk and other signatures
on the account 2.yes
• A non-user friendly on line system. Getting customer
service is difficult and long winded. Yes, considering
changing to another Bank.
• Barclay's have been closing branches especially in rural
areas. When I started as clerk I could bank in Bourne,
this closed had to use Market Deeping. This was then
closed as well so have to travel a minimum 24 mile
round trip to bank. This nearest branch has been very
inflexible during the pandemic
• Barclays service has been poor so we are closing this
account for Unity Bank
• been unable to change statement date to help at year
end. Council agreed to change to Barclays on-line
banking over a year ago but Barclays has not yet
facilitated this
• Bureaucracy; no direct contact with account
manager/branch; difficulty with access to an individual
(i.e. to discuss an actual problem with a real person);
different systems (information and user details) used
by different departments within the organisation
leading to frustration and loss of access to Council
accounts.
• Change of signatures, getting information, request for
new bank cheques/paying in books.
• Changes to mandate are haphazard & customer
service is very bad
• Changing details and mandate is a nightmare. Can’t do
banking online because they muck it up each time
• Clicked no by mistake and couldn't change
• Communication is poor / lack of customer service.

• Difficult to get in touch; very difficult to make changes
eg account access / signatories; no access to on-line
banking for non-signatories
• Difficulty in changing details on the account and
unhelpful staff.
• Does not offer online authorisation for members. Clerk
can potentially make payments unchecked.
• Don't know
• Don't think it is correct to be making
recommendations such as this.
• Dreadful, keep having to complete loads of forms
every 6 months or so as they appear not be be set up
for local government. Had new signatories but they
couldn’t do it online and my councillor was shielding
so couldn’t go to the bank. Resolved to change bank a
year ago, then Covid hit!
• Feel there could be issues if cheques discontinued, ie
two signatures.
Have not been able to set up online banking, too many
hurdles in our way, find bank unhelpful in helping us
overcome this and move online with our banking
which we would like to do.
• …Parish Council don’t currently use online banking.
• Generally speaking, the bank meets our needs, but the
inability to pay in cheques / cash is a problem
• Have no training in these matters, when my own bank
stops a counter service they will loose me ands will not
use internet banking so I am somewhat living in the
past andnot the person to ask these questions
• Have previously used Santander and would definitely
not recommend using them!
• I answered yes

• I would not recommend Barclays Bank Plc as they do
not seem to understand a Parish Council’s needs, none
of their forms are available online, they are never
available by phone and now that we have lost our local
branch are very difficult to deal with.
• Internet banking is not available - yes the Council
would but during COVID this is not feasible.
• It does
• It does to a point but we find the bank not efficient to
deal with.
• It has taken 6 months to gain access as we only had
one signatory left on our council. There is not a local
branch and everything has to be done via post and
email. The documents get sent off, you can wait
nearly 2 weeks for a reply for them to tell you they
now need something else or we didn’t complete a
certain form, which we would have done if we were
originally told to. Whilst all this was being sorted out
the only way we could pay bills was by telephone
banking which took hours of waiting on hold. I
couldn’t bank cash at the post office without a debit
card. This is why we don’t have a zoom licence yet as I
had no way of paying for it online.
• Lengthy process to make any signatory changes
No 2 signature authorisation for online banking
• Lloyds Bank is okay. There were issues with bank
signatories which was sorted after a while. The Council
can do better by allowing the clerk to have internet
access to the account.
• Mandates are very complicated to change
• Nil
• No facility for multiple authorisations of online
payments. Impossible to talk to / contact requests not
dealt with months later.
• Not as easy online portal as others; doesnt support
double signature (but not enforced in PC)
• Not easy to get account sorted
• Not relevant
• Not satisfied with the service
• Problematic for making changes and getting access to
a real person.
• Problems of recognition have occurred, although as
Financial Officer I deal with all accounts, transfers and
payments, the bank will generally only speak to a
cheque signatory.

• Requirements of cashiers are not consistent.
• Signatory procedure / lack of understanding of how
Parish Councils work
• Suitable basic treasurers account for paying bills and
receiving precept etc. Have had troubles in the past
changing the bank mandate
• The online bank does not offer 2 factor authentication.
We are considering moving.
• The online service is good, but business support as in
adding/deleting signatories is painfully slow. The
council is not considering a change at present
• There are difficulties with getting the form of mandate
processed in a timely manner if there is a change to
signatories. Each time it happens it doesn’t go
smoothly
• There have been issues processing new signatories on
the account. Local branches are closing, so it has been
necessary to travel fairly long distances to obtain
clearance. Additionally central authorisation has seen
documents going missing in transit; we have been
compensated monetarily as a result.
• They all look fine to me but recommending them
would be up to the clerk
• They do not offer an online payment facility for one
person (the Clerk) to input the payments, then
another person (Cllr 1) to fist stage quality check then
the second stage of another person (Cllr 2) releasing
the payment. My previous career was in a treasury
department of an investment bank and this is how
payments were input, quality checked and released.
• Took a long time to add new members to signature
mandate.
• Trying to change signatories is impossible
• Trying to get another signatory on the mandate
• We have had issues I believe with delivery of things
the clerk has previously requested. Things seem to
take far to long to appear.
• We need more members to have access to the
account, but this has been extremely difficult with
many forms and trips to the bank

ii.
Are the Council considering changing to another bank?
• Considering a change of banks to Unity
• We are actively looking at changing banks, Unity were a top contender but their charges have made council
reconsider. However we are still in the investigation stage and no decisions have been made yet. I am
conducting a price comparison with existing and possibly 3 other banks.
• We are considering moving
• We have not considered changing as banks generally are disappointing in relation to this as they try to move
away from the High Street and traditional banking methods.
• Yes currently going through the process

23. How does this bank offer online banking suitable for Councils to ensure that financial security
is upheld?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

2 authorising signatures and 1 administrator
2 councillor signatories
3 signatories required & security calculator to log on
Answer better given by Clerk.
Appears satisfactory
As far as I am aware it is adequate
authorised users are set up and two are required to
initiate and confirm any payment requests.
Bank statements each month as outgoings and
incomings very few as only a small parish council.
Card and pin technology
card reader/passwords etc
Council don't do online banking
Council not prepared for online banking
Currently being investigated.
d/k
do not
Don't do online banking
Don't know
Double code entry to the account, triple code entry for
payments to new billing customers.
Dual authorisation for payments
electronic fob, passwords
flexible communication
Form of mandate with all bank transfers/cheque
payments to be authorised by 2 signatories
I don’t deal with it, I just approve payments when asked.
I don't know
I expect so
i have to write cheques - no online access as yet
I only use online access to check the statements because
the paper copies were coming too late for the internal
audit of the accounts. We still use cheques to pay bills
with 2 signatories and will do for as long as our
contractors accept cheques.
So I'm not sure what the online process for approving
payments is like with Barclays and my councillors. I
doubt it will be too long before I need to find out as
more and more providers seem to be going towards
online payments.
I would need to ask the RFO who deal with the bank.
I'm not sure it does.
Internet banking supplied but only for viewing
transactions.
It allow me as the Clerk to see the bank account details,
access statements, transfer between the two accounts,
but I can only set up bank transfer payments and then
two Councillors have to go in an authorise the
payments. This helps prevent fraud and keeps to the
rule of having two signatories.

• It basically does not - have spoken to other
clerks on the SLCC forum and what Barclay's
offer is very impractical especially given the
age and IT prowess of some of the councillors.
• It doesn’t - payments approved for electronic
payment at council previously 2 councillors
checked the invoices and initialled – due to
remote working this is now done
electronically. Clerk sets up and sends all
payments with no additional authorisation in
place .
• It doesn’t
• it doesn’t really
• It doesn't, it relies on the honesty of the
signatories.
• It has different levels of user. The Clerks can
only view and submit transactions, they
cannot authorise them. Councillors who are
nominated signatories can only view and
authorise transactions, they cannot submit
them. This allows councillors to view the
accounts and spot any irregular activity, and
ensures that the Clerks cannot make any
transactions without them first being
approved by two councillors.
• …does not have online banking.
• Limited
• Lloyds offers dual authorisation from a list of
authorised signatories. All transactions are
also subject to two stage authentication with
passwords and a card machine.
• Log-on/Passwords and additional security with
telephone checks
Only certain staff/Councillors can access
certain sections and are denied access to
others
• Log-on/Passwords and additional security with
telephone checks. Only certain
staff/councillors can access certain sections
and are denied access to others.
• Modern banking platform which is easy to use.
There are several security questions as well.
Well protected
• Multiple signature logins
• N/A to my role
• N/K
• New member
• No
• No idea as i have not been here long enough
to know
• No online banking
• None
• Normal banking online protocols using
password/pin and mobile texting verifications
• Not aware at present

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

•

•
•

•
•
•

Not good enough
Not known
not sure
Not the RFO so can't answer
Not used
Online banking is offered but security seems too robust after 2 years the Council still does not have effective
access to its accounts online!
Online banking not currently used
Online banking only accessible by the Clerk and
councillors are given limited access in order to authorise
payments.
Online verification system with handheld devices for
authorisation
Our clerk is very meticulous and follows all protocols.
Pass codes etc
Past experience with a mandate fraud case.
Payments need 3 people to authorise
Pin and card authorisation required
Registration password, security token and user I.D. Also
text messages if large amounts being paid or new
payees being set up.
Requires two people to authorise any payments.
secure system
Security checks when money is moved between
business to treasures account.
Security is the same as for a personal account passwords, card readers etc
Security token for clerk as account manager but no
checks offered to councillors
Service very good and allows viewing of the bank
statements by someone other than RFO for monitoring
Allows for an alternative person to operate the banking
should Clerk/RFO be absent on long term sick etc and
also ensure financial matters can continue in the event
of Clerk/RFO resigning.
Setting up a beneficiary has a 3 hour cooling off period.
Two step log on verification
Still in progress. I have only gained online access this
week. I can see there is an option to have a second
person authorise payment but his hasn’t been set up
yet. If we stay with them it will be.
Stringent checks each time a new signatory is
added/removed from the form of mandate. Two
signatories required with regular updates to the systems
in place to ensure that all transactions are properly
checked and authorised
System we use seems fine. Clerk and 2 councillors of
which I am one able to access online banking
The online banking does rigorous checks when you are
making a payment so make sure that you wish to go
ahead.
The parish council does not have online arrangement
with the bank. This would really be helpful.
There are two people required to input/authorise
payments
There is a strict procedure for logging on

• They offer viewing only profile to other
members of the council.
• Thorough credit checks on application as
signatory, they issue your own login, a
bespoke digital device for use with a debit card
to make payments and to log into the account
and I use a saved link to the coop online
banking rather than do an internet search
• Unity Bank offer online banking which is what
we use
• Unity Trust just understand local councils, they
offer 3 tier authorisation, all forms for
amendments are available online and if you do
need to call them they are very responsive.
• Username, password and security device with
PIN access
• Using their dual signatory process
• We are a small council and so do not have any
difficulty managing the accounts and
transactions
• We are a very small council, so use a cheque
book (remember those?). We probably would
move to online if there were a demonstrably
secure option approved by LALC or NALC
• We do not bank on line as far as I am aware
• We do not bank online but are considering
moving to on-line.
• We do not do online banking
• We don’t bank online
• We still pay by Cheque payments as a small
Council. Had intended to change to BACS but
due to Covid the bank were very buy with
other issues and deflected my calls. Should try
again!
• We use more than one bank to ensure we do
not breach the £ 85,000 limit
• We use on-line banking but cannot get my
own log in as not an account signatory (and
nor should I be)
• We were assured at a meeting on 8th Jan 2020
that this would be possible but it has yet to be
achieved
• Yes
• Yet to find out, cannot face going down that
route. Just want to change bank when we can

